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SAN FR& VJCISCO IS EXPERIENCING THE WORST LABOR TROUBLE IN THE HISTORY OF ITS LABOR UNIONS
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Crippled-Troo- ps
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Washington, D. C, May 8. AttorSan Diego, May 8. It was reported
Edmund G. Ross,
States
ney General Bonaparte today recom- senator from the state of Kansas and late last night that two sailors, who
of New Mexico under Pres- escaped from the British steamer Ma.
mended that the sentence of John governor
ident Cleveland, died this morning at lorl King, which arrived here yesterWilliam January, alias Charles W. 11 o'clock of pneumonia,
after a short day from Shanghai, have made sen
4
V
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
Anderson, be commuted.
f
Illness of only three days, at the sational charges of brutality against
4
captain and orncers of the ship.
Ttie lad.
He recommends that the sentence home of his son, Pitt Ross, county tneThe
rumors In circulation are to the
JAMES WALSH.
4
be fixed at three months from the surveyor, who resides on West Rail- effect that fifteen Chinese were killed
4
The following is a partial list
road avenue, near Twelfth street. Mr.
4 of the injured at the Central 4 date of
and that he be par- Ross had reached the advanced age during a riot on board the ship and
4 Emergency hospital:
doned at the end of that time, name- of 81 years at the time of his death. their bodies cast Into the sea.
Al. Palm, shot .in back; may 4 ly. July It, 1907.
4
are
International complications
man of
Ross was
4 die.
4
The president has approved the at great prominence In the acountry on likely to result and It is believed that
most serious part, of the charges
While,
lacerated 4 torney general's recommendation.
4
Thomas
the
account of his bold stand in the remain to be told.
4
4 scalp.
Story of William January.
United States senate in the stormy
Police Officer Harry Sauer, 4
4
Twelve years ago the poBtofllce of days when President Johnson was up
4
4 shot through shoulder.
Impeachment.
Mr. Ross' vote
for
was
T. Joy. laceration of cheek.
4 a small town in Oklahoma
4
J. K. Rosner. shot in should- - 4 robbed. The store In which the post-offi- saved the president from impeach- H. CLAY PIERCE SUR4
was stationed was broken open ment and the union from a disgrace.
4 er.
4
William Flattery, contusion on 4 in the night. A man who was known President Cleveland, years afterward
.
;
4 by tha name of William January had appointed him governor of New Mex
4 foot and head.
knee.
4 ' - J. Arena. rou ,
rt
seen about the place that same ico, partly as a vindication lor the
' 4 tiwn
A. C. Jahn, hov. 4n throat.
4
charged
nl got. lie was arrested,
N. Leish, shot through chest. 4 With the crime.
4
4'
N. Granville, laceration
of 4
January was sentenced to Ave year
4 In the federal penitentiary at Leaven4 face.
shot In 4 worth, Kan. For three years Janu4
G. A. McNaughton,
SEIF
4 ary, who was only 22 years old, was
4 forehead.
abdoIn
shot
4
Buchanan,
Tom
4
a model prisoner and his sentence
4 was commuted for good behavior
4 men; will die.
C. W. Forrester, contusion of 4 from five years to
4
three years an!
Waters-Pierc- e
4 eight months.
4 face.
Oil Company
4
Detective Sergeant Bell, shot 4
beeight
only
more
With
months
4 tween him.
4 in chest.
Magnate Answers to infreedom,
January
4 was walking and
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4T 4 4
in the yard of the prison
night.
guard
asleep.
saw
one
He
a
dictment In Texas.
S.
May
Of the
San Francisco.
temptation was too great. Past
twenty-fiv- e
persons injured in yester- The
was
guard
ran.
the
he
Then
there
day's fight reports from the hospitals a hard climb. Finally he dropped
indicate that four more will die. These over the prison wall, a free man.
THEN SECURES FREEDOM
XX"
Jx
are
The next day Charles W. Anderson
Albert C. Palm, a chauffeur.
ON WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
his appearance in Kansas Citv
John Buchanan, a union conductor. made
He was looking for work. For sev
Nathan Leiser. a messenger.
But
Charles Murphy, a union conductor. eral days his search was In vain.
finally he found a iMsltlon In a resSt. Louis, May 8. Through his atItiiximms at Standstill.
was
employes
None
of
taurant.
tho
intorney, J. D. Johnson. H. Clay Pierce,
The strike has already seriously
Tho
Jured business. Many big retail stores more zealous than Anderson.
chairman of the board of directors of
have decided to open late and close pallor of confinement, that had been
Oil company, surthe Waters-Pierc- e
early and most of them have laid off on his face when he made his aprendered himself today on an indicta large number of employes. Several pearance in the city, quickly faded.
ment returned against him in Texas,
restaurants have For years he struggled on, loading an
of the principal
charging him with perjury In an afficlosed their doors and the proprietors upright life and saving a little money.
redavit he made to the attorney general
have announced that they will not
Anil Then lie Wan Married.
F.diiiuiid (I. Ross.
of Texas.
open until tho strike Is settled.
The purpose of the affiThen seven years ago he met tho
davit was to reinstate the Waters-Pierc- e
Some theatres also nave temporarily woman
Hto
was
wife.
be
his
who
telephone
part
company In the state of Texas,
suspended. The crippled
In the affairs of the
was only 29 years old then, but look- nationhein played
service adds to the gravity of the sit- ed
the uneasy days that follow from which It had been ousted on the
older. The girl was 17 years old. ed the war
uation, which Rhows no immediate
graund
of the rebellion.
that It was a part of the
They were married a year later. In
prospects of improvement.
NEW YORK
In the war of the rebellion Mr. Standard Oil company.
'
a snug little home at 1117 Holmil Ross
major
as
Situation ltrlieve1 Today.
a
served
volunteers
of
On
application
of Judge Henry S.
The streets are practically free of street, Kansas City ,they lived a de- and gained fame us a soldier, us he Priest, another of Pierce's counsel, a
crowds today and police, mounted voted man and wife. To her his life afterward gained fame as a states- writ of habeas corpus was issued by
She man. The life of
and afoot, are stationed at Fillmore had always been exemplary.
GRAVE STRIKE
Ross United States Judg-- Adams, returnand Turk streets, the scenes of yes- knew of nothing wrong. Then the was one of struggle and difficulty, but able forthwith.
terday's rioting, and are preventing baby came.
he was never crushed by defeat.
the congregation of people. No vio-- i
That was three years ago. As tho
He pursued his career according to
lence occurred during the night.
little girl grew up Anderson worked the dictates of his conscience and hU
money.
all the harder and saved more
PERSONS BURNED
life is a shining example of Individ TEN
Finally he got enough money to start ualism. Always arrayed against the
TROOPS ORDFJtF.I TO RIO
IN RF.AIIXESS a restaurant of his own at 720 Ea.?t forces of trickery and corruption in
Los Angeles, May 8. General Wan- - Twelfth street, Kansas City. There he politics, against Impurity and hypockowski has been ordered to proceed Insisted that his employes be straight- risy in private life, he was of the
IN
12.000 Longshoremen. Who north
at once, and troops are ordered forward and honest In every way.
stuff from which great nations are
In readiness to move to
to
be
year
passed
held
the
with
Another
still
reared and made permanent.
Struck Last Week. Making
San Francisco.
same happiness in the little home.
Said Pitt Ross, the son of the senIt is reported from authoritative Business was good at the restaurant. ator:
"My
has been ailing for
CITY
Menacing Movements.
Adjutant
sources that
General Louck Then a few weeks ago Anderson de- a week, butfather
Sunday night he was
has been ordered by General
on
cided to to sell the restaurant
very much worse and
suddenly
taken
to take the Seventh regiment, Twelfth street and go Into some other when Dr. Wylder was called it was
C. N. G., north at once.
The order, business. He did so.
learned that he was stricken with
POLICE RESERVES HELD
It Is stated, came by telephone. GenOn April 20 he started to look for pneumonia.
We knew his case was Pepper Building Occupied by
Giland
Governor
Wankowskl
another place of business. He was very serious from the start on acFOR EMERGENCY CALL eral
lette left the Alexandria hotel to- walking on Southwest boulevard, in count of his age."
Montgomery-War- d
Goes
gether and cannot be located.
Kansas City, near Summit street,
No arrangements for the funeral
two men accosted him.
anwhen
yet
as
considered,
have
been
and
Up In Smoke.
New York, May 8. That serious CONFLICT OF YKSTFRDAY;
nouncements will be made later.
Tho Ind of Ills Happy Drvam.
trouble Is anticipated as an outCITY RIOT R1DDK.V.
In
two
children
leaves
Ross
Setiator
you,"
they
sail.
want
"January, we
growth of the strike of longshoremea,
San Francisco, Cal., May 8. This
this city Pitt Ross and Mrs. W. H.
which occurred last week, became ap- city, yesterday afternoon, saw the The men were David Oldham and Cobb,
1 1
wife of the photographer
I
parent this afternoon, when Police worst strike troubles In its history of Alorizo Ghent, city detectives. Janu- at 210 the
.
West Gold avenue to mourn 4
A de- - 4
Kansas City. May
Commissioner Bingham Issued orders labor unions. The 1700 striking car- ary received the blow calmly.
3
who
him,
fire
4
children
started
at
structive
for
and
three
o'clock
other
4
go
with you," he said reside in
"I will
to all commanders of station house men became riotous and attacked the
Kansas. He was the grand- 4 this afternoon In the Pepper 4
directing them to hold their men in tew street cars started on the main simply, and walked between the two father
y
e
twenty-fivbuilding,
grandchildren.
a
4
structure 4
of
detectives to a street car.
street lines.
reserve for an emergency call.
A vast number of friends and ac- 4 inulnly occupied by the big mail 4
Seven cars left the barns at Turk
It developed shortly after his ar- quaintances,
Between ten and twelve thousand
4
Montgomery
of
order
house
of
In
only
city
not
4
the
streets loaded with rest that January had been given into
longshoremen are now on strike and and Fillmore
4
and the territory of Ne.v 4 Ward & Co.
nearly every steamship line in and strikebreakers wearing the uniforms the hands of the detectives for a pal- Albuquerque
were
over
employes
J00
4
There
4
Mexico, but throughout the L'ntted
try reward of 160 by an
of car Inspectors and armed with
out of this city Is affected.
In
building,
mostly
girls.
4
the
At
4
of
to
grieved
be
States,
learn
revolvers. Besides the armed
This pardon from Attorney General Senator will
Ross' death. Coming to New 4 3:30 o'clock it was believed that 4
force on the cars, a large number of Bonaparte is the result of thousands
Rig Building CoUuiMed.
Mexico from Kansas In the pioneer 4 over ten lives had been lost and 4
the
patroled
policemen
to
mounted
sent
were
of
petitions,
which
y
8.
May
buiidA
Ornaha,
of the territory, he became a 4 at least twenty more had been 4
streets in the vicinity In which the Washington by people of Kansas City days
ing at Ninth and Iavenworth streets cars
power here, as he was a power In 4 injured bv junipl"g or otherwise. 4
be started, but all ef- and Kansas.
were
to
'
cupled by the Parlin Ornedorf &
Kansas and in the I'nlted States sento keep a crowd from congreMarlln company, wholesale dealers in forts
ate. Though a man who was some-- I
gating were futile. Fully 6,000 people
implements,
collapsed
mornfarm
this
were massed in front of the car barns
times misunderstood, he was Invar-- j
ing, the walls falling
inward. The
3 o'clock.
iably respected for his tenacity of SENATOR CLARKE'S
ROUNDY
property loss, which cannot yet be es- at Guards
.
fcln-ctpurpose and for the strength of his
Shoot
in
timated is heavy. The employes had
appearance of the cars on FillThe
convictions.
not repotted r work inl no one was' more street, from which they were
injured
switched Into Turk street, was the sigin tiii: l.n r.
CLAYTON AS IMPERnal for an immense outburst of Jeers
.
ROSS.
OF I'UMIMI
and howls Before the cars hail gone
Pioneer in Kansas and New Mex- t Butte, May s W. A Clark, Jr.,
one block they were made the targets
ico.
of stones and bricks. In a few moMiss Alice li Media were mar
Witness to stirring evert in Wash- and here
IAL POTENTATE
ments every pane of glass had been
yesterday by Judge Michael
ington lit close of war, Including ried
swashed and several of the armed opDonlin.
Clark is a son of former
of
of
death
Lincoln
and
diiiandineiit
eratives had been struck, cut and
United States Senator W. A. Clark
tirand army.
bruis.-dAt Till k and
Buchanan
Cat deciding vote against ImSI, WFK'S
streets an especially tierce attack was
1i AniicA May V The annual peachment of Andrew Jackson in HUM
mad- - on the foremost car. A guard
TBI L IDslTONUt
on the rear platform answered the election of officers was the principal 16S, for which he incurred the hosWashington. May 8. The trial of
flying stones with a pistol shot. The business of the second day's besaion tility of the whole Country, and on Mrs.
M.
Bradley, who Is
Annie
which account ho cumu to N'ew Mex- charged with the murder of former
bullet struck one of the union sympa- of tli Imperial council of the Myotic
cus-By
succession,
law
of
Shriuer.
In
f ico
thizers
the arm.
United States Senator Arthur Brown,
Appointed by Cleveland during first of Utah, was today postponed until
This transformed the crowds Into a tomary in the highest body of the or- wild
mob. and thenceforward
for der, all officers are advanced ono term governor of New Mexico, in October 7, on account of the illness
the I'niteJ States on June i.
twelve blocks there was fierce fight- step, leaving one vacancy to be the 18S5, which he gave fearless admin- of Judge l). W. Power., of Salt Lake
City, upon whom us one Mrs. BradHe will report to President Uo
Frank C. istration. erir.g till 18S:
ing The sinkers and their friends,- subject of a contest.
Itoundy, of Chicago, succeeds Alvah
ley's counsel, ha devolved tho duty of
velt abuut July 1. and will not be aided by hundreds of youthful hoodsecuring evidence in Utah In her
P. Clayton as Imperial potentate.
able to reaeh New Mexico
bef jro
(Continued on Page Five.)
July 4.
(Coiitiiiuctl on Page I'iie.)
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Butte. May 8. The pose on the
V V ?
T 111
trail of the men who held up the
I north
Ruenos Ayres, May 8. A dls- coast limited
Welch's spur
patch from Monte Video publish- - f early yesterday and atmurdered
Ened here today announces
that
gineer Clow and wounded Fireman
the French transport steamer
Sullivan, is still in the hills.
I'oltou from Marseilles, which
The sheriff has three suspects In
sailed for this port, was wreck- custody and one witness, who says
off tne coast of Uruguay.
4 he was beating his way on top
of the
One hundred passengers and
car, when the robbery was
the crew are said to have perish- - 4 express
attempted.
ed.
A late dispatch says that the 4 STORY OF CAITl'RK
lF.NU:i BY OITICIVLS.
French steamer Poitou is ashore
St. Paul, May 8. OliiclaU of the
4 off s.tn Jose Ignacio. It is fear- - 4
Northern
Pacific railroad said toed that there has been serious 4 day
that they had no information
loss of life. It is understood that 4
or elsewhere in that vifrom
Butte
4 there are 200 passengers aboard 4
4 and that the cargo will prove a 4 cinity which would confirm the story
total loss. No further purtleul- - 4 which came from Helena last night
ars )!.. i li ,i lilf at present.
4 that the north coast train robbers
tf
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 had been captured. "Our men are
all out of reach now. so we are without any definite advices, and we preWAX IWrOKY ItCKXS
1
HVMIUIU., (.I KMWY sume they are still after the hold-uHamburg. May 8. A fire broke out men," eabl one official.
it noon to. lay in a suburb of Steln- -'
aeder, Selillemann, and the Mineral
Wax factory is probably a tutal loss.
The llamus threaten to leap over the
mlililel channel of the Kibe and Ignite
lumber yards there.
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CON FEDKRAC V to h'EI .
Miss.,
Jackson,
The
Mar
Daughters of the Confederacy close
their convention that has been here
since May 7th. tomorrow.
The attendance has been very large. The
opening exercises were held on Monday evening, when addresses of welcome were delivered, and responded to. Business sessions were held
on Tuesday, Wednesday and today,
both mornings and afternoons.
The
Daughters of the Confederacy and
daughters and sons of veterans were
received at the residence of Mrs.
M.
Today
Chalmers
Williamson.
Mrs. A. V. Howe,
state historian,
report,
Lizzie
Mrs.
a
and
submitted
Henderson, general president of the
organization, delivered an address.
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ONSLAUGHT OF STRIKERS Was Betrayed by Former Brother Pioneer. Soldier. Statesman and Affair Being investigated-Inte- r.Martyr-Fi- ve
Prisoner For Paltry Sum
Children Mourn
natlonal Complications
Sixty
of
Dollars.
Loss of Father.
May Result.

1.

W. H. Andrews, delegate to congress from New Mexico, arrived in
Albuquerque at noon today, aboard
the flyer, which was late. He came
here from Santa Fe and is now a
guest at the Alvarado hotel.
The delegate appears to be In the
best of health and spirits.
He was met at the station by a
large number of his Albuquerque
friends and an informal reception and
handshaking took place in the lobby
of the Alvarado.
George L. Brooks, president of the
Commercial club, and P. Hanley, act
ing mayor, were among the tirst to
greet the delegate.
After shaking hands with the many
old friends who came to see him,
Delegate Andrews took luncheon at
the Alvarado w ith a party of busi- man.
A Khori Ciirr.e after luncheon Ui
delegate received by appointment several eastern business men and spent
an hour or more in private with
them.
During the afternoon the delegate
was kept busy receiving those who
called upon him at the hotel.
"Work upon the new federal building for Albuquerque will be started
as soon as possible, which means
early this fall," he said. "Shortly be.
fore leaving Washington I called at
the office of the supervising architect and he assured me that the advertisements for bids on the federal
building would be ready for publication July 1, They will be published
In New Mexico papers and the papers
of several large cities. It is probable that New Mexico granite will
be used In the construction of the
federal building. Several Albuquerque business men are Interested In
mining the granite, which Is found
near this city.
"I am assured that work on the
building will be commenced early this
fall, and barring accidents. It will be
ready for occupancy by next spring.
"I am glad to get back to
again, although my health
has never been better."

IMTEl) DAIT.HTERS OP
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BUILDING

Bids to be Published July
Ready for Occupancy by
Next Spring.
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Attorney General Bonaparte His Death Ends One of the Sailors Say That Fifteen
Most Remarkable Careers
Recommends Sentence of
Were Killed and
of
Three
Months.
the
Put
Century.
Overboard.
First Attempt to Start Cars
Results In Men Being
STORY OF REFORM OF
BRITISH STEAMER, XING,
WilKilled and Wounded.
POLICE UNABLE

I'arls, May 8. M. Kutino, the Japanese minister, In an Interview here
today, Is quoted as making the important statement that a series of
treaties have been made between
Great Britain, France, Russia end
Japan, guaranteeing
a territorial
status quo In the far east, which Is
Implied as an agreement to prevent
other countries from acquiring terri
tory there.
Kurlno denied that Franco-Japanes- e
intent was in any way aimed it
the United States, adding that "Japan
In spite of the San Francisco inci
dent, has always been most sympa
thetlc to the United States because
she was the first of all the countries
to treat with Japanese people on a
footing of equality."
If Japan could obtain any advantages from an understanding with the
United States, it is entirely probable
that the government at Toklo' would
not hesitate to negotiate with Washington.
The Japanese minister then said
that Germany had no possessions In
the far east, the province of Klo
Shou being simply leased Chinese
ground, and a treaty with her similar to the one between Japan and
France, therefore, would be useless.
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RIOTS

START WORK ON
FEDERAL

SORE

ARE

The Mikado Would Gladly NegoGertiate With Washington
many Leaves Chinese Ground.

Con-

The work of erecting the new
plant, south of the city lim
its and adjoining: the stock yards was
begun
morning:,
yesterday
when
twenty teams and a hundred men
were put to work grading: the land
given to the Santa company by the
The work of constructing the
new plant will be under the supervision of G. F. Rees, a railroad contractor of Topeka, Kan. Mr. Rees arrived In Albuquerque Monday morning.
In talking about the new plant, tha
work and the number of men to be
employed. Mr. Rees said:
"The new plant. will be built according to the plans ef the plant now
iii operation at Kunimervllle, Texas,
which cost $150,000.
The Albuquerque plant will cost a similar sum, and
tt iilH le .S:j.ts:niltr before It Is completed.
About one hundred men will
be employed to erect the buildings,
and after that it will require 300 to
keep it in operation.
"Besides treating the ties used on
the New Mexico, Winslow and Rio
Grande divisions, all timber used for
bridges and other work on these divisions will be treated here. A tie, or
a piece of timber which has gone
through the process of pickling will
last indefinitely.
The eastern railroads have usd the treated ties successfully for years, and now the
western roads are following suit. To
date the Santa Fe is the tirst of the
western roads to erect its own
plants."
During the last month quite a
number of prominent Santa Fe officials have spent some time looking
over the ground and making suggesAmong them were K. O.
tions.
Faulkner, superintendent of the tie
and timber department, with head
quarters at Topeka: General Purchas
ing Agent Hodges, of Topeka: Chief
tnglneer Storey, of the Santa Fe system of Chicago; Chief Engineer Morris, of the A., T. & S. b. at Toueka.
and Right of Way Commissioner
tsartiett.
Along Its right of way in southern
California the Santa Fe has scores of
men busy planting eucalyptus trees,
which are to be treated at the local tie
plant and the plant near Los Angeles
wnen it is completed.
During the last few weeks quite a
numoer of local business men have
gone over the site of the tie plant,
and all were favorably Impressed at
the plana of the railroad officials.
The site includes about seventy-fiv- e
acres of land and was donated to the
company by the business men of Albuquerque.
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Contractor Rees on Ground Britain. France. Russia and W. H. Andrews Arrived In Albuquerque From Santa Fe
Japan Make Treaties to
With Twenty Men and One
on Belated Flyer.
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Hundred Teams.
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Kvvliiug Citizen.
Santa Fe, May 8. Governor 4
IW. Raynolds today appointed 4
Colonel George
W.
I'litchard
attorney general, vice W. C. lield. 44
on. May S
'apt. ie i
resigned.
Attorney
General 4 K. Curry, governor of tSiuaJ-- P. I. '
Prill-harwill take
office
at 4 who has been appointed governor of
'Mire.
4 New Mexico, to succeed Herbert J
Hagerinan, will sail from Manila fori
-

Wa.-liin- gl
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Classified Advertisements

CAPTUR

and
Toilet Accessories

WANTED.
land in iarge
Waste
tracts; titles must Ve perfect.
Box 282, N. Yakima, Washington. V. ? A.
WANTED Ladles wanting stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Second
Miss Crane, 612 North apprenAlso
street. Prices low.
'Phone 944.
tices wanted.
second-- 1
Uentieman-- s
VANTED
hand clothing. No. BIS South
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED A good hustler in every
town to sell our perfect water filters, retailing from II. SO to 18.00;
100 per cent profit to agents: exSeneca Filter
clusive territory.
Co.. Seneca, Mo.
WANTED Position as job compositor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
Ln. State salary when writing.
FOR RENT.
brick house,
FOK KENT Four-rooclose in. $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Room 10. Armljo building.
FOR RENT Tflswe furnished rooms
418 North
for light houselffetpirig.
Second street.
e
FOR RENT Newiy furnished
rooms, modern bath, half
lock from Railroad avenue. "The
Second
114 , North
Granada,"
WANTEH

PERSONAL

Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattela.
also on SALARIES AND WAR1
low aa tit
HOUSE RECEIPTS,
and aa high as $200. Loans art
quickly made ana strictly
privats
On

;

'

m

out-aid-

.street.

FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rates
Sixth and
Corner
reasonable.
Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light
All rooms open
housekeeping.
Price, II per
Ins; on the outside.
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
A. T. Devore,
624 South Second.
Proprietor.
FOR SALE- FORSALE On account of ilfhealth
Brown's cleaning and pressing
works must be sold at once. Call at
108 nnd 111 West Silver avenue.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice typeAddress
writer, good as new.
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
complete
ALE Furniture;
FOR
housa.
furnishings of a
120 South Arno street.
FOR SALE: Fine Chlckerlng Bros.'
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
over Futrelle's furniture store
evening, between 6 and 7:30.
FOR SALE Furniture for a
house . Practically new. Call
mornings at 312 South Seventh
street.
FOR SALE At the ' Variety" The
bread.
verv best of home-bake- d
baked
pies, cakes, doughnuts,
soup,
homeetc.;
all
candy,
beans,
Also staple groceries, dry
made.
goods snd notions. 606 South Arno,
Phone 710.
WEAK, WEARY WOMEN.

Furniture,

Pianos,

PROFESSIONAL

o
, '

.'

The HIGHLAND

CARDS

Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

5

oral iw
IN WISCONSIN

DKNT1STS.

POLITICS
saac Slephenbon's Paper Has
Taken a Fling at
La Follette.
T

SAYS

THAT

May

R.

Playing;

"The night was Ideal for the

ghost

the men when I made iny play.
'For a long time
made their headquarters near the old
cltv cemetery. Guards were invariably stationed on a hill near the
place, and as soon as nn officer was
seen approaching the gamblers fled.
It was soon seen that to effect their
d
capture would require
stratagem.
Gambled In cemetery.
'The nlavers. who were mostly
negroes, frequently congregated late
In the afternoon, and If the game
grew Interesting the fun was kept
up until the moon helped out matters. One darky be a.ne so desperately fond of the bones that he provided for Just such emergencies by
tnking a one a lantern. In this way
the players could keep things going
until the few nlckles ana dimes iounu
their way Into the hands of the cleverest manipulator, or until a fight
gathering,
broke up the nocturnal
either of which was nothing out of
But an officer could
the ordinary.
never get in touch with them.
'Taking a long sheet and wrapping
it about me, I determined to try a
up the
new means of breaking
The locagambling headquarters.
tion of the graveyard was in. my
favor. Another Important tactor was
the known tendencies of the Kthto-tda- n
to steer clear of th-- supernatur
al Hinl to believe implielty in spooks,
once he had been madp to see a near
resemblance of one. All these things
reasoned, were on my side. It was
about 9:30 o'clock when I finally
managed to get within a few feet of
the game without being detected by
the guard, who, at nightfall, relt Immune from official interruption.
crap-shoote- rs

PHARMACY

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, II F.BL.
N. W Washington, D. C.
Pensions
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
11. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Offles
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. 11

i
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THE

m

Mr.

of

dem-

York
Chicago
New

St. Loul

Brooklyn

Chicago
New

6

York

Des Moines

15
10

6

7
7
3
1

10

er

6

9

10
10
11
14

5
5

President W. M. KavanaugJit of
the Southern Hase Hall association,
may be the next democratic candidate for governor of Arkansas.

.588
Joe Cantillon's coaching has caus
.55 ed a storm In the cast. Fans seem
.474 unanimous in believing
his style
.441 might do in the bushes, but not on
.312 oig league diamonds.
.2(51

Won.

Lost.

7
8

5
6
7
9

5

11
10

YKTKKJAY'S

00

Alec Smith, National, western and
eastern open golf champion, wlil
Pet. compete in the open championship of
.700 oreat liritain, at Hoylake, June li.
.647

6
7
8

8

Heinle Peltz has been offered
He
by the Wllliamsport team.
hopes to arrange with the Louisville
accept
the offer.
club to

.842
.833
.643
.62ft
.412
.412
.153
.062

10
16
15

14
11
10
10

11
11

Omaha
Denver
Sioux City
Lincoln
Pueblo

Following a conference with Mag-agHanlon the rumor has grown
that Jake Welmer will soon be seen
In a Red uniform.

Pet.

3
3
5

American lycnpiie.
Won. Lost.

Philadelphia
Detroit
Cleveland
Boston
Washington
St. Louis
Western

er

0

6

noston
Cincinnati

them panic seized them.
" 'Run, foh the lawsee sake run,
or the spook's gwlne get us sho'I'
yelled one of the crowd, and they did
try to run. Some made no more than
mie step, but it was a determined one
anil it wasn't their fault that they
could get no farther. They were Just
too scared. Two or three dropped to
the ground, and there was some lively supplications.
" 'We am done hanted foh live,'
exclaimed one of the less timorous
coons, 'and, oh, Mr. Spook, do gwy
on away and boddah us no moh.
We nebber will gamble and we neb-bwill come back hyah again,' he
declared, as the white of his eyes
magnified.
Seven Caught In Cave.
"I thought the novelty of the thing
might wear off. so I made the best
of my opportunity and took seven
back to the city Jnll. Some of the
others nre supposedly still running,
and you couldn't get one of the boys
who were in the game to go within
100 yards of the place nt night.
"The S10 fine Imposed on the miscreants in police court this week was
light punishment
when compared
with the scare given the boys but,
confess,"
said Chief
will
I
well.
Lampp. "that they had me guessing
for u while, too, when they all stopped and commenced eyeing me. I
don't suppose my quivering form was
altogether the result of special practice, and I was figuring mighty hard
on the problem of the success or failure of my scheme. You see," he
said, "there might have been another side to it. And what If the darkles hud bfen from Missouri?" asked
Chief Lampp.

AND Kl

National Iicague,
Won. Lost.

Pittsburg
Philadelphia

Tommy Hums has put one over
He is charging 25
Jack O'Brien.
cents admission to his training quarters at Los Angeles.

STAM.

HOW THEY

Orrle McWllllams. a Montezuma.
Ia., boy was choked to
bv a
Pet. gumdrop during a ball death
game. ' He
.687 was catching and tried to swallow
.647 the gumdrop whole, in the excite
.500 ment of completing- - a close play.
.470
.353
.333

BASE RUNNERS NOT TO

(i AM KS.

National League.
R. H. H.
At New York
1
Brooklyn
' 0"
6
2
New York
Batteries Bell and Butler; Ames
and Bresnahan.
R. H. K.
At Boston

One of the new rules adopted by
the major leagues at their decent
meeting in New York recalls one of
the most famous plays in base ball
history. The rule referred to Is that
if one base runner passes another in
an attempt to score while the other
Is being "tagged" out, the runner
who passes shall be declared out.
It Is calculated to prevent suen
stunts as the world renowned slide
pulled off by the great and only Mike
Kelly when he was a member of the
Chicago team. This happened in the
last half of the ninth inning when,
the score stood 1 to 0 against Chicago.
Kelly was on first base and
Ed Williamson was on second and
Anson knocked a fly ball out into
the right field. At the instant the
fielder caught the ball both Kelly
and Williamson made a dash for second and third. The ball was simply
returned to the second baseman but
Kelly slid in and beat It by a hair.
When Kelly arose from the ground
and saw Bill Sunday at bat he grabber his arm and, pretending to be
writhing in agony, he signaled to the
umpire to call time. Then he called
to Ed Williamson to come and pull
While he was doing so
his arm.
Kelly whispered to him as follows:
"Say. Ed, when the pitcher throw.
the ball In I'm going to start for
third. This will draw the ball down
to catch me, and then you make a
wash for the plate and I'll be right
behind you.
"By the time you get near the
plate the catcher will be waiting for
you with the ball, but get as near aa
you can to the plate and then open
your legs wide and I will try to slide
In."
At the appointed time Kelly
dashed for third and the ball was
shot down to that base and then Ed
made for home while the third baseman sent the ball back to the catch
er. Kelly by this time nau rounded
third and was right behind William
son, for whom the catch was waiting
with outstretched arms. When withSPORTING NOTES.
in a few feet of the plate Williamson
Jack Chesbro has finally signed halted suddenly, spread his feet wide
apart end as the catcher pumped for
with New York.
ward to .ak Ed, Kelly slid between
Columbus looks like a repeater In Williamson's legs and had his finger
on the plate before the catcher knew
the A. A. pennant chase.
Chicago ma
what had happened.
run in the tenth inning
Have vou noticed the gait which another
this won the game.
old "Cy" Young Is traveling?

Philadeluhia

3

11

3

MOTH

Washington, D. C. May J. Poli
ticians in Washington are iscusslng
with great interest the dispatches
announcing
mat
from Milwaukee
newspaper
has
Isaac Stephenson's
taken a tllng at Senator LeFollette
Ingratitude
hlrr,
for
of
and accused
Ishis failure to stay In Wisconsin to
i&sist in electing Mr. Stephenson to
un
the United States senate for the
expired term of Mr. Spooner. Mr.
Kpooner'g resignation is eflective now.
It is believed here by close observers
of Badger state politics that the com
ment of the Stephenson newspaper
may mean a new deal in the politi
cal control of that state, and theprediction is made that HepresentaStarving out the codling moth. Is I Remember, however, thorough work
tive John J. Esch may be the bene I the title of the following bulletin 1s- - is the most important feature of the
ficiary of the Stephenson-LuFollett- e
To do this work thoroughly
;ew Mexico College of plan.
Hue(j by tne
every fruit grower should organize
break.
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts:
Senator IaFollette's political tri
Many ways have been suggested and critically examine all fruit trees
umphs in Wisconsin are attributed and tried to keep the codling moth in their respective localities, and de
very largely to the aid which he has under control or to eradicate it. nt! oy all fruit left by the frost. Hy
received from Mr. Stephenson. For Some of the measures are quite sat systematic work and taking advan
merly a member of the
isfactory, but none are absolute rem tage of the favorable conditions at
sought eilies.
Stephenson
f0 destroy a year's fruit crop hand, the expense of destroying what
electlon to the United States senate Is a plan which has frequently neen little fruit there may be left will be
eight years ago. His failure to get suggested. This plan carries with it very small. Again, the small amount
the support of many of his former the idea that by destroying tne wnoie of fruit that may have escaped the
him una soon fruit crop, the codling moth will not frost will not be worth anything,
associates angered
thereafter he broke away from .hese have any fruit on which to subsist, since all of it will be wormy. Aside
affiliations and was commissioned a and. therefore, it will be starved out from this. It will furnish enough food
in
the LeFollette
tirst lieutenant
for the codling moth during the sea
existence.
movement. Stephenson was a great of The plan of destroying a one years son and thereby reinfest the orchards
find for LaFollette, for he is reputed fruit crop, though It has been talk
the following year. All wild fruits
to be the richest man in Wisconsin. ed of In the past by a number of such as cherries, plums, etc.. as well
Governor Hughes has assassinated
to
"the
One of his first contributions
growers ill the Alesiua vaney, as any kinds of walnuts should also he Frawiey boxing bill in New York.
cause was the establishment of a fruit
never been unanimously favored. be destroyed.
daily paper In Milwaukee and In and has
Considering the life history am
The main obstacle in the way of ihe
Brain and Biidwell, of the Boston
out of season ulnce that time Its plan Is to get every fruit grower, not the habits of the codling moth.
are pulling off a neat stunt
Nationals,
have only Interested In the work, but will- seems quite reasonable that If there whenever the right situation arises.
news and editorial
columns
been devoteil to the exploitation of ing to destroy the whole crop on his Is no fruit on which to subsist the With men on the first two sacks
Mr. IjiFollette and his preachments. trees.
scoops up a bunt and fires the
The idea cannot be given a Insect cannot live on the leaves or
With Stephenson holding the pur thorough trial unless every bit of all other vegetation.
It is the habit o Brain
organizing
sestrlngs and IaFidlette
the codling moth worm to live inside
of fruits cultivated or wild
was kinds
and talking. the "old crowd
it cunnot mature on
rose family are de of the fruit.
belonging to
badly routed In the first battle and stroyed. Thisthenecessitates a heroic the leaves. The worms enter the
that political ascendancy has been action as well as a strong heart. If fruit wmn after they hatch from the
maintained.
the measure proves a success and all eggs. Their full growth is attained
is seventy-eigh- t
Mr. Stephenson
codling moths are starved out, Inside of the fruit in about twenty
ars old. For more than a quarter the
following year and as long as (lavs. As soon as the worms mature
the
of a century he bus had an ambition the moth is kept out, the fruit will thev leave the apple, spin their co
Uni
to
career
in the
out his
ex1 he
coons, and change into moths. These
be free from worm holes.
notice run rrr.LiCATiox. ted round
He announces periment Is worth trying. If success- moths lav eggs which, in turn, hatch
States senate.
Malt is barley, with its
he
If
now
be
will
he
satis..ed
that
cut giving rise to another brood of
times
Department of the Interior. Land can have the "Job" for tho remain ful it will be worth hundreds of
mature
not
worms
do
worms.
the
destroyed
If
and
life-germore
than
the
fruit
m
Oftice at .Santa Fe, N. M., March 26 ing two years of Mr. Spooner 8 term
artificially grown.
it is not likely that they can change
the cost of the work.
1907.
and that he will not seek a
no
are
there
ex
Then,
Into
if
an
mollis.
such
been
Never
had
there
George
given
hereby
is
Notice
Malt gives body, strength
lion.
PRINTING PLANTS Klrochima, of Laguna, N.thatM.,
Senator IaFollotte made for cellent opportunity in the territory to moths, there cannot be any second
.
hai inal announcement
that
Madison
at
worms.
of
or
brood
third
experiment
without
this
undertake
filed notice of his Intention to make he was for Stephenson, but immedi
opportunity and quality to beer.
Seeing this excellent
glowers considerproof in support of hi ately thereafter hurried away to till causing the fruit
final five-yeknowing the
pres
plan
and
testing
this
for
in
as
work,
the
cost
able
and
:
The better the malt, the
entry
No his lecture engagements on the Pa
Homestead
.MYVn.llIOl S RAIDS ON M.WS claim, viz
The unusually late and value that it will be to the territory, if
6843. made September 12, 1902, for cltlc coach. Meanwhile the balloting ent year.
depart-whlc- h
L'st,
successful,
PAPER OFFICES IX
the
horticultural
and
April
I'oth
severe
freezes of
more satisfying the beer.
NW
NW 14 and has developed that most of the ultra
SW
the N
destroyed all. or almost all. of ment of the New Mexico experiment
KANSAS.
NW U SW
section 18. township IiFollette members of the legislature the fruit
or
.New
tne
Malt- cron make It possible to station calls the attention
The Pahst Hight-Da- y
7 N
range 4 V. and that said proof are supporting Irvine L. Lenfoot, give
Mexico fruit growers to take vigor- a thorough trial w it
plan
tliis
will
be
made before Sllvestre Mira former speaker of the assembly. The mit great expense. This is a chance i us action now. The department Is ing i'rocess toiiows mature
u
Within twenty
Ualena. May
N. M , on May 6, 1907.
attitude of Mr. Stephenson's news that may not come again for a long ready to aid and to give suggestions grows the barley slowly, thus
four huis from the time the plant Rafael.
paper
old
following
names
to
He
mean
witnesses
the
the
is
taken
that
W
to
regard
orM printing ottice at Car
the
of the
not be allowed to as far as it can In
prove his continuous
residenc lumberman has come to the conclu time, and should
Junction wan wrecked and devastat to
preserving all ot the nutritious
upon, and cultivation of, the land sion that he has been handed a fain go by without taking advantage of it.
ed by vandals, the plant of the Even viz:
yellow
food properties of the grain, and
Romero,
fruit
Charles
lliar
Lorenzo
Carr.
ing Times, m this city, was entere
Although regarded as a
Juan l'alle. Jose M. Caco, all of La
and wrecked in a similar manner.
transmmng them to
man, Representative
Ln'h is less a
It 14 riot known what the object of guna, N. M.MANTEL R. OTERO.
follower of the Wisconsin senator ELLFN TERRY IS AGAIN PHOENIX MAN GOES IN- the marauders could be, as no l
than any of tile other candidates for
bery was committed in cither eas
Mr. Spooner s seat.
It is admitted
My Ilct Iienl.
At the Carl Junction plant the books
Alexander Benton who lives m that practically every stalwart mem
and records were turn up and de
legislature
will vote
of tho state
nioli.-he- d
SANE ON SANTA
itural I'.uute 1, Fort Edward. N. T. ber Ksch
A
AT
lis well as the cases of tyi
at any time their votes are
being "pied'1 and machinery wrecked says: "lr. King's New Discovery i. for
to
bring
Ills
election
sufficient
about
my
:ne
bet earthly friend. It cured
At 'he Times nth-here the type in
as the Milwaukee dispatches seem
the cases was ' pled, the press iva of asthma eix years ago. It has aljj If,
Indicate, IjiFollette and StephenTfce Deer of Quality
damaged arid '.lie
FE TRAIN
FIFTY-NI- NE
typewriter was performed a wonderful cure of in- to
son
cipient consumption for my son's wayshave come to the palling of the
smashed to piece.
from Pabst perfect Eight- Brewed
ultimately
Is
It
believed
that
terBesides the damage done in the wife. The first bottle ended the
go
to
Stephenson
strength
the
will
the choicest hops, Pabst
Daly
and
malt
accomplished
rible
couth, and this
mechanical department, in the busipurchased the other symptoms left one by one, Ksch.
is a beer having a delight- a typewriter,
ness otlic-Ribbon
Blue
politicians
A
are
comment
hy
Wisconsin
Vegas.
May
man
V
the
S.
May
Announce
New York.
..is
only a. short time UK", was taken. until she was perfectly well. Kr. Ing also upon the effect that the l.i- vital,
lie of A. 1.. Williams, who resides !ul flavor, with the
ment was made today that Ellen Ter
of the machtn.; King s New Discovery power over Follette - Stephenson
Several attachment
estrangement
It is a pure beer,
coughs
and colds is simply marvel- will have upan the complexion of the ry, the English actress, is Hgam a in Phoenix, Arizona, became insane wj predominant.
were found and by this it would seem
No other remedy has ever states delegation to the national
that the typewriter was broken into ous."
Sutil.t Ke train No. J Saturday properly aged, rich and mellow
bride. She was marrtied to James
pieces before btmg removed from equalled it. Fully guaranteed by all publican conention. They say that Carew,
her h ading man. In Pittsburg. ad,.,-to Kan- - tii
his
and hops perfectly blended.
v,il
druggists,
bot
loo
11.00.
a:.d
Trial
office.
the
wus (.H Cltv.
if Stephenson is convinced lie has not on March J
The ceremony
The publishers of the Times are at tie free.
Wug-Ko- r
been given a square deal his paper performed by a justice of the peace.
Jlls, i.f,llv the train reached
a loss in retard to the names of the
will raise such a merry row in the
reasons that have not been dis- - ,,n m,,u,i,1 he gid up on the seat and
ifuiltv i.aities. l,ut everything possi
LaFollette ranks that the senator will closed, announcement of the mar- the glass Jn the window and
tind it necessary to cancel his out rlage was deferred until the famous SIilIied to Jump out. Several of tlif
ble will be done by the Millce depart
A reward of
side engagements and devote his ex English actress was on the sea bnuiul ,a.s,.(.rs on the train grabbed the
ment to locate them.
elusive attention to patching holes Tor her native land. She sailed on
Ill'O has been offered by the Times
i(lul hWj him down until he be
In his Wisconsin organization.
Saturday, and Mr. Carew decided. ,,.,,. ouet.
ai d 1150 by the Galena citizens.
e
with her consent of course, to make
when the train was a short
A Narrow lcapc.
Wonderful I't'ocma Cure.
In years tance from Maxwell City he again
fact known forthwith.
G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk
"Our little b y had eczema for five
Mr. Carew is much the Junior or ills
win
Jump
to
from the
Mo., had a narrow escape four years
year?," write N. A. Adams, HenriS
.vas held by the passt-nglie is as years or age, wnnei ..
ago when he ran a Jlmson bar Into I tnlde.
etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
she is 6. She has already been mar who were very much excited.
lungi
hopeless,
his
says:
case
the
Ha
wai
said
his thumb.
"The doctor ried twice.
When the train reached Baton he
We then employed
being affected.
wanted to amputate it but I would
To all points Railroad Tickets
was taken off and placed in charge
When orderinff beer, ask
IVin't luy Alimony
not consent. I bouifht a box of Buck-- I
other dolors but no benefit resulted.
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
ot the officers of that City.
for Pabst Blue Ribbon.
Ins Arnica Salve and that cured the I to be divorced from your appendix.
Hy chance we read about electric biOffice, 11 J West P.allroad svenue.
dangerous w ound." 25c at all drug-- 1 There will be no occasion for it if
tter: bought a bottle and soon
Fur stomach troubles, biliousness Made by Pabst, at Milwaukee
I you
keep your bowels regular witn
gifts.
improvement . We continued
And bottled only at the Brewery.
Ticconstipation try Chamberlain's
American
Only
of
and
ac
member
ms.
.New
Kings
Dr.
bottles
several
iare
ineir
until
rr.td;?ir.e
this
' Association In Albu- Mdi.y
Mrok
O. K. wu"h!i!g machines are the I tion Is so gentle that the appendix Stomach and IJver Tablets.
com- ket
V
Ernest Meyers ft Co.,
.'
r;'
"j
-

11'

This Has Been Talked of by Mesilla
Valley Farmers Says a Bulletin
sued From New Mexico Agricultural College.

41-4-

PASS EACH OTHER

1
1
Boston
i
Batteries Corridon and Jacklitsch;
Young and Brown.
Pittsburg-Chlcag- o
At Pittsburg:
game postponed; wet grounds.
Anieri.'uri League,
R.H. K.
At St. Louis
2
9
3
St. Louis
8
2
4
Detroit
Batteries Jacobson and Spencer;
Seiver and Payne.
K. ri. ja.
At Chicago
9 1
Chicago
2
3
1
Cleveland
Hart;
and
White
Batteries
Rhoades, Bernhard and Wakefield
Washington-Bo- s
At Washington:
ton games postponed; wet grounds.
Philadelphia:
l"hiladeipnia
At
New York game postponed; wet
grounds.
WeMerti League.
U. H. K.
At Pueblo
4
5
4
Denver
0
8 11
Pueblo
Batteries Wright, Engle and Zalusky; Hatch and Smith.
K.
At Omaha
2
6 10
Omaha
0
0 7
Lincoln
Batterles SandeTs and Gonding;
Clcotte and Sullivan.
R. H. E
At Sioux City
2 6 1
Siriux Citv
Des Moines
l
Batteries Corbet t and Rheehan;
Miller and Yeager.
American .Woclntion.
At Kansas City: Kansas City, 6; In
dianapolis. 2.
At St. Paul: St. Paul. t; Toieao, 1o
Milwaukee,
At Milwaukee:
Louisville, 4.
Minneapolis-c- o
At Minneapolis:
lumbus game postponed; snow.

DESTROY THE FRUIT CROP

Spooner.

ball to Pridwell at third in time for
an out. They worked it twice In one
week.
.
Kwlng, of Cincinnati, is being tip
ped to finish with the leaders among
the twirlers this season.

W1ILKE THEY I'LAY TOWAY.
National Iciigiii'.
Chicago t Urooklyn.
Cincinnati at Huston.
Pittsburg at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
American Ijcnguc.
Petrolt. at t. Louis.
Cleveland at Chicago.

SENATOR IS UNGRATEFUL
The Trouble Is All Because
the Unexpired Term of

the

r--

BASE BALL

0-- 8,

five-roo- m

I!07.

Sport

1 lay in
a group of gamblers is the onstration of my theory and
the favorable time should
latest stunt of a t.nrml policeman. wait until quarrel
arose,
finally
and
come. A
The fent was successful, but the
started fighting. My time
of it has so shaken his the crowd
nerves that he is now hunting work for summary action was ripe. Rising slowly to my feet, singing a weird
less thrilling.
a
long
nnd brandishing
of course, it wasn t so bad. after cadence,cloth,
I attracted the attention
all," explained Chief of Police Frank white
the pugilistic revelers.
(. Lampp as he told of the thrilling of "For
a minute or two they looked
quest, "but then there was no fun
to it, I can tell you. unless it was on in awe. Then their knees began
to
shake,
nnd when I started toward
to observe the unaffected fright of

Let us Supply You

.

vn

DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 8. Barnett building
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phont
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offlct
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:80 p. m.; 1:11
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
pointments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgo
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given eacb
8
4
day from
a. m. to p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
DRS. Ii RON SON A BKONSON,
Xlomeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, (28.
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
When your animals are sick you
neea a gooa veterinary surgeon. Cal
up tne old reliable. Phone No. 642.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 116.
Colo., Red 111
A. BORDERS.
Learn the Cause of Dally Woes and Commercial Club building.
Blaek
End Them.
or White hearse, 16.
When the back aches and throbs.
ARCHITECTS
When housework Is torture.
Spencer.
F.
W.
7
Rooms
nor
Bar
no
night
brings
rest
When
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M
sleep.
Both phones.
When urinary disorders set In
Women's lot is a weary one.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
There is a way to escape these woes
Doan'a Kidney Pills cure such ills.
Ttios. K. D. Maddtaon.
Have cured women here in Albu
Office with W. B. Chllders,
Ill
querque.
West Gold avenue.
This is one Albuquerque woman's
HAIR DRESSER AJtD CHIROPO
testimony.
DIST.
Mrs. J. R. Grubb, living at 217
South Broadway, Albuquerque, New
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
Mexico, says: "For about two weeks
my condition was so that whenever 209 West Railroad avenue. Is pr
I would move around, pains and pared to give thorough scalp treat
sharp stitches would take me in my ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
loins. Further proof of a disturbed bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sn
condition of the kidneys existed, evl gives massage treatment and man!
denced by a too frequent action of curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
the secretions from these organs, as tion of complexion cream builds up
was mostly noticeable in the fore part the skin and improves the complex
of the day. A lady, who had been ion,, and is guaranteed not to be In
similarly troubled and had been cured Jurious. She also prepares a hal
by Doan's Kidney Pills, advised me to tonic that cures and prevents dan
use them. Procuring a box I used druff and hair falling out; restori
only a small portion and the benefit life to dead hair; removes mole
warts and superfluous hair. Also i
I derived was so pronounced that
was given proof of the genuineness face powder, a freckle cure and pint
of this medicine as a cure for back pie cure and pile cure. All of thes
are purely vegetabU
ache and all ills arising from de preparations
compounds. Have just added a n
ranged kidneys."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c. brator machine for treatment ot
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
pain
Is also used for rheumatism,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and and massage.
14
take no other.
five-roo-
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GAMESTERS

NEGRO

Prisoners by Wily Chief.
to catch

possession
Goods remain in your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
'
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

f

Crap Shooters Who Played in Cemetery
Were Pinioned by Fears When ApMade
parition Appeared-Sev- en

Son pa, Nail
Until Rrushcs,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manicure
Corn Flics,
Corn Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, llnlr Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

MONEY to LOAN

Ad-dre- w

nri

IjOANS.

PROPERTY

TURNS GHOST TO

POLICEMAN

MAY

-

d.

What Malt

WAITRESS

PRETTY LITTLE

BECOMES BONANZA

QUEEN

Oakland. Calif., May ". Yesterday- humble little waitress, today a ha.f
owner In an enormously rich gold.
mine In Nome.
And now Elizabeth Smith, whose
sudden acquirement of great wealth
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has made her the talk of the tow i
speeding on her way to Nome ;o : ke
possession of her
property.
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Alaska. Time went on. and noth- came of her investment, but she

yir'.;;;-

hu h win

"'

j

i.

w

rank the young u,'.i, .:i
bonanza kings.
jioo Reward. 100.
readers or mis paper win least, ore
th
ed lo learn that there is at
dreaded disease that sclent e has been
utile to cure In nil Its stages, and that
is Catarrh. Halls Catanh Cure Is lh?
only positive cure now known to ir.e
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a cri',- -'
stltulional disease, requires a cor.stiu-- :
tumal treatment. Hall s Catarrh Cure is
taken Internally, acting directly upon tr e
blood and mucous surraces if the
thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the eonstiti.ta n
and assisting nature in dulng It utrn.
The proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they otter Ore
Hundred Hollars for any case th&t li
falls to cure. Send fur list of testiw

,

Reduced
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tcl here, and though her earning

"-

monials. Address:
V. J. CliKNUx'
CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by l'rufcuists, 7L
Family
s
PUls for conatlpa- -'
Take Hall
u
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600 SHOTS

KEEPING HOUSE IN BOUNDLESS WILDS

I

CHARM OF BRIDE OF POWELL COTTON
here and there a Kongo of- - cirtert to puh forward and see tor
louiselves what the trouble waa. Pure
ftclnl at his pout.
S.TOB.Y
On the mornlnff of our departure, enouah, before we reached Kaslndl,
actually on the point the first Kondo station, the story Of
WITH RXD OF HOSTILE KOX- - when we were
jr
the! the uprising of the natives was
Kas.nram.1.
ir Roodby,
c;o
a nitowx nn-lK- s of oayofIn Toro.
came bustling up, In a firmed. From Kaslndl to Benl we
Mi.
state of (treat excitement. We were w ere accompanied by two Belgian of-nto continue our Journey, he told fleers and a combined caravan of 400
us, when he
had gained breath men, every rifle and revolver loaded
enough
to speak. The natives were and all eyes on the alert for hostile
Itv Mrs. II. Itrnvtnn IVnvc
I

A
ON

STEAD
EX-

-

IS

con-kln-

natives

in

ot
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CHICAGO

WICKED
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are right
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All Kinds

Military
Chinese
Officers London Editor Says Christ
at Fort Leavenworth -- Were Would Find Little There to
Close Observers.
Meet tils Approval.

.

Our Work

.

i

right

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Facet
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

revolt all along the slopes of Ru- wennorl. our proposed path, and It
would be absolutely mrowing away
our lives.
Hut a few minutes' talk sufficed to
show us he had only received vague
rumors of unrest ahead, so we de- -

natives.
Very Imposing the safari of porters
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., May 8.
Chicago, May (8. "It looks like
and armed men looked, as It slowly
wound Its way over hill and dale,
The four Chinese military officers, the same old Chicago."
like a gigantic serpent in the tall uests of the Lnlted States govern
William T. Stead, world critic,
waving grass. Too
Imposing the ment, who have been Inspecting the
fourteen years ago, took a trip
rebels evidently found us, for we were post here, have left for Rock Island, who
through
Chicago's under world and
II.
The government arsenal there then wrote some blunt
and uncomp
will be Inspected by them.
things about it in a book
The active little Orientals spent a limentary
"It Christ Came to Chicago."
busy day at the Leavenworth post. named,
came back today and gave vent to
.'.ley wanted to see everything.
Tho the above
opinion. He made a slight
Inch siege guns, the
and - qualification.
nch field pieces, were examined to
"That Is a purely superficial
he minutest detail. The shape of
Mr. Mead, smiling, "but
he soldiers' shoes, the quality of what I said
seen does not Impress
heir blouses, the rations, the rifles, me with,have
the fact that Chicago has
he cartridges, all were closely scru- - greatly reformed.
They made no comment un-I- I
inlzed.
The Iiondon editor spoke as he was
General Hall had a Maxim gun alighting
from a motor car at the
lanted In a roadway.
hotel after making a two
a minute," Auditorium
Six hundred shots
hours' hurried Inspection of the unGeneral Hall said.
guest of Municipal
as
der
works
The Orientals eyes blinked rap- - Judge Going. the
He had seen the Har
Idly.
street police station.
'How many you say?" queried Ma- - rison
"It was as filthy and inhuman as
n
Wang, seeming to doubt ever,"
or
ha said. He had inspected
his own ears.
"whisky row," on State street.
"Six hundred, one minute," Gen Neither the "number nor the garish
eral Hall repeated.
ness" of the saloons appeared tto
"Fust." Ills Only Comment.
have diminished. He had visited
A blank cartridge was Jerked Into other districts, known to
the police
position and fired. The Chinese offi as lava beds.
cers asked that the gun be taken
say
not
If
will
Christ came
that
ipart. so they could see each piece, to "IChicago
not experience
Wang, dotted such a shockHeaswould
Captain Ten-Pin- g
fourteen years ago.
dow n some notes In a book which he said the critic.
"You know I am on
carried.
rampage In this country Just
peace
a
"Fast," was his only comment.
now and, consequently) 5 km not
The Maxim was packed on mules anxious to pick up any fights."
and taken away.
prospects
About
for world
Because the parade grounds were peace Mr. the
was particularly
Stead
prac
maneuvers
no
muddy,
were
eager to talk.
battalions
of the
Three
ticed.
"The peace congress In New York
eighteenth Infantry, under command was
a dismal failure," he said, "It
In heavy was hopelessly
of Major It. E. Howell,
parochial.
I have
marching order, passed before the concluded that the hope of interna
foreigners. The heavy artillery also tlonal disarmament lies In the young
passed before them. As the national men and women
our
colors came along, the Chinese offi- I am anxious to ofspeak universities.
the
cers removed their caps and bowed students of the University before
of Chi
low in salute.
cago.
Captain T. S. Lee, of the Imperial
Mr. Stead believes world peace is a
Chinese navy was the most distin- possibility in the remote future, but
guished of the visitors. For the vali- only through the medium of educa
ant service he rendered In the war tion of the nations.
with Japan, he received military
honors from the emperor. He car
ries wlUi him In a small case, a pea
Brpmrnmrni
cock feather, which he Is permitted
to wear. This, In China, Is an honor
honeymoon
ExriiOKEivs cmiors
veiikik.
all the military seeks. The knowlActok Som tiki Klvor in a Hammock.
African Natives Shown Carrying Mrs. Pouvll-Cotto- n
edge that Captain Lee has of the Inleft unmolested, thougn here and struments of war was a surprise to
preparing a meal are more easy than
slngl
caught
a
glimpse
we
a
of
there
appetizing, has Its drawbacks. But
of tne post.
"
sentry of the enemy, watching ou officers
"(rtxxl Soldiers, Strongr rtravo."
life under canvas excites healthy unprogress, from the safety of a distant
country. America," Captain
"Ureat
questioning appetites, and has a
hilltop, or an occasional dark form Lee said. "Good soldiers, strong
charm of fresh air, fresh
nearby
srrass
In
warned
the
stlrrin?
brave."
lands and fresh Inhabitants.
us that spies were lying concealed all
And this was about the only comAt Toro, the last British post on the
path.
our
along
ment made on what he saw. The
I'ganda-Kong- o
boundary, we spent
At one little hamlet the rebels had other officers said even less than
the Christmas season. The ladles of
swooped down at night while my that.
the mission here, amused at my rap"They are learning things In this
husband, on his way to meet me, was
tures over the little dusky children,
sleeping In a camp not an hour away. country." Colonel William Paulding,
on New Year day held a brown babThe enemy had crept up stealthily In commander of the post, said. "t
ies' ball in my honor. Oreat was the
the darkness and fired the huts be- presume they are looking for
excitement among the youngsters.
in guns and equipment.
The
fore the unfortunate Inhabitants had
The guests, invited for 4 o'clock, arChinese recently have been sending Infuriated by Loss of $50.
time to escape.
rived In crowds soon after midday
army
larger
to
officers
all
the
their
we
noonday
heat,
pitiless
In
cross'
and sat like clusters of bees in
Sucker Shoots Gambler
We may hear from them
ed the river Semlikl that winds be countries.
swarming time round the mission
low the picturesque post of Benl. some day.
gates.
In
traveling
are
a
The
officers
and Escapes.
Seeing Its thatched roofs close to us.
At last the doors were opened, but
car, under escort of Captain
the goat bo and the two askarls who special
It was announced that no child who
ninth Infantry. Capwere guarding our flocks,
allowed Brewster, of the
was dirty would be admitted.
On
Brewster was stationed In China
their charges to lag a little behind tain
hearing this, one bright-eye- d
Savannah, Ga., May 8. In order to
little
during
trouble, and speaks
the
Boxer
way.
Suddenly
the iiKiln safiirl on the
general
kill James Lewis, who had robbed
maiden a
favorite was
language.
Chinese
the
The
Chinese
Sem-llki.
to
close
banks
of
the
the
when
seen to dash off In the direction of
of $150 In a card game, Henry
a trio of almost naked savages officers are to represent their coun- him
Manlgault held up a Central Passenher mother's hut, and no amount of
rose from the shelter of a little bush, try at the Jamestown exposition.
ger train as It was leaving the depot
calling would tempt her to turn .It
swooped down on our flock, and
was not long, however, before she
ami nrea several Dullets into Lewis.
seized upon five sheep.
The beasts
was back, wearing a broad smile and
Lewis and Manlgault engaged In
HE
WANT
DIDN'T
w
'recovered,
one
ere
not
of
but
the
a soaking dress. Determined not to
a game of cards In a room over the
askarls repaid the thief by a bulle
be baffled, she had darted away to
Union depot. Luck was with Lewis
In his arm.
her home, had her miniature garand he won G0, all the money Manl
TO LEAVE JAIL gault had. As Lewis was raking in
(To be continued.)
ment put through the wash tub, slipped into it again, and returned triumthe winnings Manlgault accused him
phant, but dripping, to the feast.
or cheating. Iwls hurriedly boardAre you looking for something? Re
ed
a train and as it started ManlThese missionaries at Toro were
member the want columns of The AX IOWA MX 80 YEARS OLD
gnuit covered me engineer with a
the last white women I saw on my
Evening Citizen are for your especial
SAID
THE
PLACE
PLEASED
rillo and ordered him to stop the
outward journey. For nine months
benent. It talks to the people an
HIM.
train. The engineer paid no attention
afterwards the only Europeans we MAJOR P. II. O. POWELLr-COTTOthey talk to you.
to the order and Manlgault Bent a
Waterloo, Iji., May S. C, H.
l.
bullet through the cab. The engi
80 years old. after his first exneer men stopped.
perience of Jail life, liked It so well
Meanwhile Lewis leaped from the
that strategy was resorted to by the train and ran. Manlgualt sent three
police to Ret him out yesterday. He bullets at the fleeing man each one
now says that he will return, nnd Is or which took effect. Manlgualt then
rifled Iiewls pockets, securing the $50
restrained only by force.
Anifell wandered away and was which he had lost. Holding the crowd
found on the street.
The women's at bay with the rifle Manlgualt es
ward, to which he was committed, caped.
Pleased him. On a ruse of taking a
carriage ride about the city he agreed
NOTICE TO HOUSE OWNERS,
to leave the ward and was driven to
'I lie Alouqiiermie,
Carriage Com
a train.
A guard accompanied him pany. First and Tijeras, lias secured
For more than forty years S. S, S. has worn the crown of
lu.me.
tiie services of a first-claIiorscsliocr,
THE GREAT
public approval and has been recognized as the King of Blood
Card signs, "Rooms for Rent," hiki guarantees ail owork, or no pay.
BL000 PURIFIER. J "Board." etc.. for sale at the office of
Buffalo Punch at Vann'a new
Purifiers.
It has demonstrated its ability to CURE in :
"Vy The Evening Citizen.

CHAPTKK II.
tramp
From Entebbe the actual
began with an escort of 21 askarls
(armed guards) and some 120 native
porters and personal hoys.
Houskerptng in the wilds, with
two black cooks whose methods of
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

IIP TRAIN

HELD

TO KILL CARD

never-ce-

asing

SHARP

new-Idea-

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper

s

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
G

-

An-Kil-

KING of

IFIEI5S

thousands upon thousands of cases of blood and skin diseases
until it is regarded today as the most reliable and safest of all

M

3

'

j

J. D. Kakln, President.
O. Oloml, Vlc President.

Suocetaori to

blood medicines.
Pure blood means strong, vigorous bodies, well nourished
systems, steady nerves, and all the machinerv of life worlftncr in

harmony with nature thus insuring perfect health. Impure or diseased blood
means
opposite of all this; any impurity, humor or poison in this vital fluid acts injuriously the
the system and affects the general health. Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes and on
the
various skin affections show that the blood is in a feverish and diseased condition, as the
result of too much acid or the presence of some irritating humor. Chronic Sores and
L leers are the result of morbid, unhealthy matter
in the blood, while Rheumatism, Catarrh,
hcrotula, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all deep-seate- d
blood disorders that continue to
grow worse as long as the poisons which produce them remain in the blood.
All blood troubles are not acauired.
Through the blood disease germs are transTHOROUGHLY TESTED IN HE It FAMILY.
mitted from one generation to another.
ParS. S. S. his beea used extensively In our family
ents hand down a tainted circulation to their given to both young and old. and alwayi with the best
It thoroughly cleanses the blood of all 1m purhiUIren, and we see its effects manifested in results.
ities, at the same time It build up the general health
appetite, atrength and energy. We
virions ways. The skin has a waxy, pallid Itgives
ijiveu
to our children, as intimated, and found It have
to be
the eves are often weak, glands
to the system and always capable of piirily-lut- f
tha blood aDd restoring health.' I aheitatini'ly
f the neck enlarged, and, as the taint has
n to all in need of a blood medicine I''u
iu tiie blood since birth, the entire health recommend
superior to everything else as a cure for blood diseas,',!
U usually affected, and the system weakened
MRS. CLARA DAUBERT.
bchuylkill Haven, Pa.
From w.ntof nourishing, health-givin- g
blood.
In all blood troubles S. S. S. has proven itself "Tha Kintt nf ninnrf E,.in
It g;ie? fV )v:i into the circulation and removes all poisons, humors, waste or foreign matter,
nr :u;:ke-- ; tliis
pure and
Nothing reaches inherited b'.ooil
r .'i1.:
like S. S. S.; it removes every particle of the taint, purifies and strengthens the
v. e.i
jrioratea blood, supplies ;t with the healthtui properties it needs and establishes
niv. luiuiuaiiou in yuuu iieaiin.
a tonic
S. S. S. has no equal, and it will be f t'.:td especially bracing to weak, anaemic person-;- .
One of the greatest points in favor of S. S.
V r r
is that it is purely vegetable, made fW.t :i..tv.: eV.
g
healing, cleansing,
!
n
and barks. It is the one medicine tint in :y !..
taken with absolute .safety by tl;j
or the oldest member "of the"
child
PURELY VEGETABLE 1
Rheumatism. Catarrh. Sores and I'kv--- , s i, Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, and all other blood troubles are
Ii
cu.'fd
ii.nt iy by S. S. S.. and so thorough is the cleansing of the blood that no trace of t!;j ui
is Icit io break t.ut in future years, or to be transmitted to offspring.
If your M
of onh r befcin the u.-- e of S. S. S., The King of Blood Purifiers, and" restore this V:.a! f.
to its normal healthy condition, and enjoy the blessing of good health. Book on the biooc'
and any special medical advice desired will be furnished free of charge to all wlu write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA. GA

MELINI A.EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WHOLKmALK OrALKfT
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In stock to outfit tbo
kpmosttvtrytblng
fastidious bar eomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest lor Jee. .
Schlltz, Wm. Lsmp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayers Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Motw
arch, and other sUndsrd krands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as recelyed by ns from the best
Jmerloa,
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United SUt a. Call aad lnioeet ear
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Fries Itlat.
Issued to dealers only.

Frisco's Chinatown is
Now Almost Rebuilt
San Francisco, May 7. Chinatown
is practically rebuilt and. in much
less than a year the oriental quarter.
ramea all over the world, will show

A QIOMI.

IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

ss

11
fjf
Fa

SerUrx

Treasirei,

Consolidated Liquor Company

SWIFT'S

specific;

Cuii. Mellni,

O. Bachechl,

estimated that $5,000,000 has already
been spent In Chinatown's reconstruction and this sum is not half what the
total outlay for this purpose will represent. A Joss house which will cost
almost a million is contemplated
under the supervision of the Chinese
consul. A great part of this sum will
be spent for priceless hangings and
altar decorations for the new temple. A modem theater with a seating capacity of 1,000 people and costing $45,000 is being erected on the
site of the old Washington street
playhouse and two Chinese restaurants which will cater only to wealthy

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

f.

MALL, froprtotor
Iron and Braas Casting-- ; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
tags, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anl Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlrm om Mining mint Mill Ms oft iter y
Bpoololtr
Foundry east aids of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. kC
H.
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life-strea- m

health-sustaiuiu-

1
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Yes, I lluif 1'iiiiiul it at I.u-iF'ound what? Why that Chamberlain's Salve cures eczema and all
mariner of Itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with bkin disease. I had to get UP
three or four times every nltht and
rs 5v ' v
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible itching, but since using this
valve in December, 19U5, the itching
Chinese and tourists are soon to bo lias stopped and hn not troubled me.
completed.
The underground pe.st
Kldr John T. Ongley, Kootvllle,
houHt;, lilt h and
ualor of the old Pa. for s.iU by all druggists.
Chinatown can never be repeated, but
To Clik'kt'u rVi1er.
the new oriental city will be more
picturesque
Interesting- - to travelMausard't Mills are selling good
ers than ever.
wheat at Jl 10 par 109 !t.
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Rrfat fire a year
It oomplt'i.-ly- .
Mure
brick Ijuililinss. the

of tht

ruz.
ni'U

il

avrrjk'H fust of hili is $i'o,000, ara
aiiwi.lv up ill the section bounded by
stiM'ktun, Piti ifif, Kearney and Hacra.
nietit i street.
It in conservatively
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

COAL

t.

:

1

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
12 0 West Railroad Avenue

health-producin-

..-

203

At Consistent
Prices

The St. Elmo

I
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B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Genuine Auierlcao block, per
ton
S6.50
Oerrlllo Lump
$6.50
S8.SO
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite uiUed
$9.04
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sixes

S9.SO

Cleun Gas Coke

f 6.0l

WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. . . .$3.15

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Puoaee.
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Straight Hp.
DOLLARS AND CENTS
Politician:
"Before you send !n
your report of this Interview I want
(Ry Arcfi McMmkln.)
to ee It."
"Grrggs must go," said Paul Hnr-to- n
Reporter:
"Impossible. I sent It !n
conclusively.
Billy
Sprague,
half an hour before 1 Interviewed 1'iavlIIK neaviejt" nn,l pnnnilnnlln ori.
you!"
vlser of the company's manager,
winced a little and shook his head.
Horton growled.
lookq Bad for Harry.
he said, chewing the end
Evelyn says she Is going to bring of "Billy,"
cigar, "don't be sentimental.
Harry to the golden west (when they I've his
cut down expenses. I've 0
get through with him In New York) got togotgetto rid
of some n, nnd O'Fla-hert- y
and live a wild, free ranch life, says
could
take
that villain stunt
weary
tne iteming Graphic.
She is
along with his krnss. We got to get 8
of the dresses and perfidy of high so- rid of some'n.
It's
matter o' dolciety and longs to commune with na- lar and cents, that's aall."
ture's purity and Joys.
It may be
Billy Sprague walked slowlv to his
that Evelyn will be delayed In putting dressing room meditating on
3
her plans In operation on account of
Greggs could be saved.
Harry, but when she does come the
"Horton In r,r,l t !.!.. larfi.., v...
gallant cowboys will teach her the aid disgustedly.
knows nothsalient points thereof all right, all ing but the show "Rich
business, and turnright- ed at large In this
coun- 0
iry ne ii siarve to death. And what
will become of that little girl?"
Ton know all the newspaper boys
...
tinn-llnY.
- That eventnir a
IIK'U IIII
have this motto, When In doubt, front
of the curtain demanded that
consult Sellers."
snow
It was a quarter. to
The colonel Is nearly always good 9ineand the Degin.
delnv Wfl all rtr,
for an Interview.
The other day of Greers.
Ifn'rtnn
o
news was pretty scarce, so when I
saw the Colonel Alphabetical coming when Greggs did make his appear
down the street forty miles an hour In
his red touring car, I flagged him.
"What do you want?" he asked.
"Want an interview," I answered,
,
sweetly.
He commenced to sputter and start
ed his engine.
Don t know a thing," he said, as
he started on.
ocxxxxxxxxxoococxx
"Well, colonel, can't you even tell
me what those D. K. B. Initials of
yours stand for?"
"Sure thing,
he yelled back:
"Don't Knock Boost." And the col ance he kicked him Into his dressing
onel was gone to we about getting room and told him that he would
have to separate his trunks from the
that water on the mesa.
oiners aner ine snow that night.
i ten you," Greggs had argued,
In Albuquerque
m V littlA
Volllt, la 111 ,ln..nn.
A druggist s clerk he
ously. sir. that I kept you waltln,.
Drank a bottle of flz.
i uu u a uone tne same ,..,,..
yourseir.
His sight was murky.
"I think thnt'a a vcrv
.i.a- His nerves so Jerky,
dream," said Horton. . "You've been
It put him out of biz.
drinking "
Horton," Billy Sprague cautioned,
He rolled a pill
the girl is sick very sick."
.
For a tenderfoot ill
The CrOWd in front of tho mrlnln
Now Just what the moral is
stormed again.
Oh, for God's sake.
Twere hard to tell.
get vour
Places; don't you hear that crowd?"
For the pill worked well
"Trim'
, j
...... I'm
And the clerk Is still drinking flz. -veiled Horton.... onim,
)v
ring up the curtain."
O
Winter slip, slip, slipping,
"I tell you. Snraeue." Horton roar
ed. "I'm manager of this company,
Showers drip, drip, dripping,
Carpets rip, rip, ripping.
an' I'll do what I please."
ijawn mowers snip, snip, snipping,
wen, I m manager of myself an'
Bock beer Rln. sin Hlnnlnir
I'll do what I please," Billy Sprague
Bank clerks skin. skin. uHnnlnr
retorted.
"I'm going to stay here
Spring comes trip, trip, tripping
with Greggs."
"And foot It back to Broadway,
jn ner way.
eh?" Horton laughed forcibly.
Of limericks I've quite a store.
"Come to the hotel with me nnd
see Greggs," said Sprague.
prove
tacn warranted to
"Don't
a bore;
argue, but come. That little girl's
If this you read
dying "
I'll hardlv need
"Ah. come off." said Horton
To prove It by giving you more.
"It isn't as bad as that?"
"It's a matter of dollars and cents,
A BUM Aim ST.
the doctor says," said Sprague. "An
operation will cost a hundred at least.
The operation will save the girl's life.
But Greggs hasn't the hundred."
Horton and Sprague went to the
hotel. They had two hours before
train time. They found Greggs and
the sick child in an attic room with
a kind-face- d
doctor mixing some pie of Albuquerque
demand them,
medicine In a glass.
The child's face was angelic. Hor- they can have all they want.
"I have nothing to do with the poston had seen her many times, but
never before had she appeared so tal affairs of the territory, as I was
quoted as saying that none of the
beautiful to him.
Greggs had a hard time keeping stamps would be on sale in New Mexback the tears, His face looked old ico. It Is pretty well known everywhere that the Jamestown exposition
m ,.
and worn.
Horton took the pale little hand "lamps are a fad. Still, I have not
In his and rubbed It to make it warm. the right to say just what series of
That's a
"Dearie," he said, ' I didn't know you stamps shall be sold here.
were sick."
Tnen he stumbled to matter the postal authorities settle."
his feet and stumbled over to a winTHK HOTKL ItlXHsTKIt.
dow, something very like a sob shaking his shoulders.
"Greggs," he said, "we'll have that
Tlie Alvarado.
F. L. I). Carr, San redro, Cal.; O.
operation.
I'm a fool."
J.
Camp Rena; Rev.
McCormlck,
.
O
i
f
The next.,Vlay Horton stopped Chrysostom Theobald, Cincinnati, U.;
Sprague
in thd hotel office at Seat- J. S. Ecavdayo, Mexico City; Mr. and
Just Got lu.
and handed him a telegram.
Mrs. E. J. Wilson, Plalnfield, N. J.;
From the Estancla valley comes tle"Little
girl came through all right." J. W. French and one, Chicago; H.
me icnowing contribution
to
the It read. "Will travel in two
days.
Whlplegate, St. Louis; C. H.
cub's corner, signed, "Just Arrived Meet you at Spokane. God bless you. L.
Browi, Denver; E. F. Graff, Denver;
From Kansas:"
Greggs."
Miss Margaret Smythe and Miss Ella
I've looped the loop and I've shot the
"Thank God!" said Billy Sprague. McDannd, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; E. B.
chutes,
"Yes,
thank
God!"
Horton
echoed.
Gorden,
James Gorden and William
I've worn Oxfords and cowhide boots. "This show business is enough to
New York city; H. D.
I've lived in a flat and a awell hotel, take the heart out of any man. but. B. Price,
Washington, D. C; H. 11. Wil-hltI've eaten chuck I'm ashamed to tell. bless me, I find tnat I still have one."
Las Vegas; F. M. Holllster, DenI've rode the blind and the Pullman,
"Well," he smiled, "it was only a ver; (J.
A. Brink, Washington, D. C;
too;
of dollars and cents."
matter
Mrs.
J. C. Eisenmayer, Trenton, 111.;
I've also walked the ties a few.
J. E. Epeler, Cleburn, Ga.; Mrs. J. W.
I've owned a farm in Kansas, whew!
Hardin. Kansas City; Mrs. H. MaI've lost the same on a mortgage due. REPORTED CAPTURE OF
nila. Chicago; J. B. F. Reynold,
I've dodged a cyclone by half a neck,
Denver; F. A. Kenna, Frisco; H. C.
I've had other troubles by the peck.
ranlin, Philadelphia; F. It. Stover,
I've worked a spell as a dairy hand,
EMILLIO
IS DENIED San Francisco.
I've played the drum In the old town
band.
St urges.
I've run a store and run a race,
P. J. Flnnegan, El Paso; Max
I've run a pawnshop and run my
Roswell, N. M., May S. The report
Pajarita, N. M.; C. W. Trimface.
that Rosaiio Emlllio, the condemned ble, Fort Collins, Colo.; Fred Kemp,
I've owed some money and paid It off, murderer
who escaped from the Lin Denver; Daniel Urtez, Grants; L. A.
I've had the measles and whooping coln county lull here, has been can Shamste, Virginia; H. A. Chambercough.
lured on Eagle creek, in the foothills lain, Kansas; Richard Darr, East lis
I've been In the army, but was not of
the White mountains, was denieJ Vegas; L. H. Darby, Denver; W, E.
shot,
yesterday by the driver of the Lin Debbie, Chicago.
I've run for office and learned a lot. coln stage. Sheriff Charles L. Hal
I've longed for the waves and went lard hesitates in accepting the denial
Savoy.
to sea.
J. J. Scott. Arlington. Colo.; H. B.
of the report of the capture.
Sheriff
I've learned that a ship's no place Mallard
Colo.; W. L. Hurley.
Moffat,
Mearns,
possible
it
considers
that the
for me.
capture was made In the mountains Mt. Choice, Pa.; J. W. Narron, DenI've held a run as an engineer,
I.
Barnett, Denver; E.
and that Sheriff Owens had not heard ver. I'olo.: J.
I've tried to drive a locoed steer.
Harry Raymond,
It when the stage left Lincoln. The Tierney. Chicago;
of
I've listened to music, flue and gran 1, officers here state that Emilllo is not Chk.ifco.
I've heard the coyotes out In th; a very resourceful young man and
Craige.
sand.
believe that he will be captured
R. W. Kessil. Kl Paso: A. J. Blair,
every they
vi' done most everything
before he get- out of New
Kl I'aso. and F. J. Barned, WinsUiw.
where.
even if he is not now in jail.
I've seen some life and I've had some
NOTRTl TO iOXTItACTOHS.
care.
I. the undersigned, will receive pro.
I've drifted around and I've tried 'em STAMPS MAY BE HAD
locals for the erection and compleall.
tion of a ja.il and a court house buildI've climbed fame's ladder and took
ing to be erected in the town of Gala fall.
FOR THE ASKING lup, N. M., for McKlnley county, N.
But now that It's over, I'd like to say
M. A certified check for five hundred
That I've settled out here, and I u
dollars will be required to accompany
here to stay.
the proposals, to assure the good
I've knocked around for thirty years.
"I have not yet placed a rtitri-i-tlo- n
faith of the bidder?.
Then lit out here and gave three
postotflce
before
department
the
J. L. LAD RI ERE.
cheers.
for the Jamestown, Va., exposition Architect, Barrtett Building, Albu
Out on the mesa I've built a shack,
stamps."
V. HopR.
said
Postmaster
M.
querque.
1
N.
And I'm here to stay and
won't gl kins this morning.
o
"L'ntil the deback.
so,
my
doing
mand warrants
they will
special rubber tired folding gocartr
You can talk of your east, your north not
on
be
up.
sale
pi
here.
Shoultl the
J.'.oO and
Futrelie Furniture Co.
and nouth,
And tell of the standstorms nnd three
years' drouth,
But the crops I can raise on the land
out here
Are enough for me from year to
year.
shown
Are characteristic of all shoes bearing the trade-mar- k
A better place there may somewhere
be,
trade-marThis
shoe
genuine
below.
the
guarantees
purchaser
But New Mexico's good enough for
me.
values. For every dollar invested in
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Prosperous Counties

Among the counties which have shown great development during the
past year Roosevelt and Quay stand well to the fore. As agricultural districts they are forging ahead amazingly and Immigration is pouring In dally.
The Clovls News, which recently made Its appearance at CIovls, Roosevelt
county, displays the right spirit In the following summary of conditions:
The amount of
These counties at this time are a beehive of industry.
iand that has been homesteaded and the number of miles of railroad that
has been built In the past few years all go to show the wonderful advantages
that He practically undeveloped In this belt of country. There is a spur
It is about ninety-nin- e
of the plains which runs out across these counties.
per cent agricultural land.
It is an undulating prairie country, bordered on the north and west by a

fine belt of cedar and pine timber.
It is watered by an ocean of sheet water underneath at depths ranging
j from springs on . the surface to 300 feet. Vast portions of land where the
water is had at about 100 feet and under. The water Is pure and cold and
The land Is mostly a red and a dark sandy loam,
is Inexhaustible.

The few farmers who have given the land a trial of three to eight years,
g
land on earth.
have proven this to be the best
Corn,
Anything in the vegetable kingdom grows abundantly here.
wheat, oats, rye, barley, millet, kaffir maize, sugar cane and all classes of
uunng me season ui iua many uciuo ui vum
iorage crops oo well.
4
forty to fifty bushels per acre.
There Is no better watermelon country on
!
Pumpkins, cantaloupes and all kinds of
earth, either for size or flavor.
vine products do well. All kinds and clusses of fruits, either small or large,
, do exceedingly
The Eastern Railway
well.
None of this part Is irrigated.
has Just about
of New Mexico, commonly known as the Helen cut-of- f,
its line to a connection with the Santa Fe Pacific Railway, making a
other, and this
short cut to the Pacific coast, ten hours shorter than any
line runs exactly across this fine belt of country, and (. lovis Is about the
geographical center of this vast belt, and Is the division point.
j

truck-growin-

corn-Diet-

I

-

a

A new car just received,
and the best line of Furniture
ever received in the city.
Call and see it.

g
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g
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Tho Kansas City Sar for the most part has pretty much of a wt of
in that defogies on its editorial staff. The paper might have a "shake-up- "
partment without Injuring it In the least. The following cheap attempt at
Those who axe fawit is characteristic of the Star's editorial funny man.
miliar with the high standing of the United States navy among the powers
f the world and the remarkable gunnery for which our bluejackets are
noted, do not for a minute think that this high efficiency could have been
attained had the officers been as Inefficient as the .Star would make believe.
The writer of the following evidently gauged the navy by the few steamboat
captains operating tubs on the old Missouri:
"For the honor of the navy an explanation Is due. The spectacle of an
American
manned by a dozen or so of our proudest admirals
and convoying the distinguished officers of rival navies the spectacle of
euch a vessel stuck for seven hours on a mud flat In the Potomac river would
not be cheering to patriotic complacency except for an explanation.
"Yet it is easily elucidated. The admirals ran the ship aground on purpose. The real measure of their patriotism in such an act is to be had in
the knowledge that these sea dogs, all notable good feeders, lost a fine dinner, and that they were denied an opportunity to display their gold lace and
epaulets upon a festive occasion. They encountered all these sacrifices and
hung up the good ship on a sand bar merely to prove to their friends, the
enemy, how impossible It would be for an Invading fleet to navigate the Potomac and lay siege to the American capital.
"Such a precautionary maneuver Implies no derogation to the good
manners or friendly feeling of the foreign guests. It has long been a pleasant more or less pleasant custom of naval commanders, enjoying the hospitality of an alien nation, to take notes of the defenses they have seen and
to publish statements of how easy It would be to sail into any certain harbor
and reduce its city to ashes. The genial remarks of Prince Louis of Batten-ber- g
concerning the defenses of New York Is the most recent Instance.
"Some ill feeling between France and England was engendered by much
more pointed observations along this line by the Prince de Jolnvllle when
his father, Louis Philllppe, was king of France. The prince gloated over
the ease with which a French fleet, "of nothing more than flfhing boats,"
could ascend the Thames and burn Lcndon and destroy its Inhabitants.
"If there were any Princes of Battenberg or Jolnvllle among the visitors
Fighting Bob' Bvans did not intend that they should take away glowing
prospects of one day sailing up a majestic river to the sack of Washington.
They should have, on the contrary, disheartening memories of a tortuom.
shifting channel in which even the Americans themselves could not pilot
their way. They should be haunted by a recollection of a famous 'spread'
that was never eaten."
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Luther Burbank, the wizard of plants and flowers, hiis written a book
a book that is worth while.
Training of thn Human Plant"
his
While the naturalist has been spending the infinite patience of
genius on the fruits and flowers that take a new rasnion unuer m nanu,
he has given much of his thought to the human plant, and so his first
written book Is upon this great matter.
These are a few cream thoughts skimmed from "the sincere milk of the
word" by Burkank:
Every child deserves to have a healthy nervous system.
It Is a crime to teacher or hint fear to a child.
Childhood must have about it the environment of love.
Mr. Burbank says if a strong nervous system Is to be built up In the
The food of the nerves Is fresh air, nourhlld the nerves must be fed.
ishing food, freedom of mind and movement, plenty of sleep, and last but
not least an atmosphere of love.
Burbank thinks a child should not go to school until it is 10 years old,
provided that the child "live in the only place that Is lit to bring up a boy,
or a plant the country."
The naturalist Is especially hard upon those who would make a child
N'n
normal child Hhould be "afraid of the dark.'
.nvthinir
the
Stories about Ghosts, Bogiemen and about death Injuremethe physical,
rear anecis
ceuraie ne.vuu
mental and the moral health of a child.
disastrously.
And It tends to destroy childish faith and trust. atthe child the
Most of all urges Mr. Burbank. there must beto about flower.
Heredity
the
It is as necessary as sunshine
mosphere of love.
environment.
right
of
by
side
the
nothing
as
is
of the child.
The parent can make and fix the character
its growing state. It will
And then, when the human plant Is fixed in
street of after life.
become hardy and strong to withstand the storm and
-- TTia

Regarding governor George Curry, the McKlnley County Republican
Curry, the newly appointed
has the following to say: "Captain George
A man who has stuck to the hur-

governor, is on his wav to New Mexico.
calves with one hand and kept
ricane deck of a bucking broncho, branded
up San Juan hill, hunted bear and
the old cow- off with the other, charged
.Moros and held down the
buffalo sat in the council of this territory, fought
11.1 at Santa Fe.
Samar' Islands, will find it a delightful lest to sit on the
- e..- Those who
Helnif covernor of New Mexico lor sui n a man win
governor
ami m one will tell him
be
will
say
he
that
Curry
know Governor
where to head in and make It stick."
A Kansas editor tlij;s into ancient history and remarks that if Captain
alive today lie would be known as
John Kiniih. of Jamestown fame, were
The Kansas editor ought to remember that America now
a wjuuw-mato select from than during
has a much inure varied and charming fair sex are
that the gallant captain
fV,
The chances
,l,.v of Cantain John Smith.
were he alive today, would lind a fairer bride with ill due regards fur the
historical Indian maiden.
-

nr..-.,,.-

f,.u.

F. H. STRONG

STRONG BLOCK

The

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

,

Net-tleto- n,
e.

Keni-penlc-

.lv

1

STYLE AND DURABILITY
k

ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.

KEITH'S KONQUEROR SHOES
you get back one hundred cents in honest
shoe service. You don't in all shoes.

This

our m w Stag, a
gun metal Oxford, with a new
style toe, single sole. A neat,
shoe,

Three hundred years ago the white man was Initialed Into life in
America by the Indians at Jamestown. Now the white man Is celebrating
the event, but outside of a few Indians farming a portion .f the attractions
on display in the Kxposition grounds, ou couldn't find an Indian with a spy
glass.
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SIZES UP PICTURE.
(To be continued.)
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Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
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Cold A venue

We are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.
g &

If There

b

:An.yltV!i7

Dearer

To

h,

liPSi

Healer

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

Phone 98

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
.S0
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
18.50

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS

John

S.

Beaven

602 8QUTH FIRST STREET.
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WILL PAY THE BOY,

I

-

well-mad-

says: "The unversed defanurs nf HonThe ltohuell Register-Tribun- e
orable George Curry have taken a rest. As that gentleman gets closer and
closer to New Mexico, unjutt criticism of him becomes less and less attractive
to them."

e.,t trillion of the McKlnley County Republican brings tile news
A
that ifct i;..:jp water supply is entirely cut on, li s enough to drive a rnaa
,eth!rig stronger.
lo !iii:.i

g

11

n.

"Kansas city ought to be lighter by night than by day," gravely observes
As a Kansas farmer once remarked "It Is pretty
the Karma Ciiy Times.
nig)i."

2nd and Copper
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PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

THK C'HII.DIU'.V OF TODAY Alii
nil. Ml AM WOM1.N Ot
TOMOKKOW.

ro not Injure

thTir i.hvslral imd
mental well being with iinliKestlble-breadKemember, they gmw best
when fed best. Select a quality of
bread that you know is made right la
every way.
Under sanitary conditions, of good tlour, properly mixed
and baked, so as to be wholesome and
nutritious. lulling' bread on t;i.i:
will be found to fulfill
ery rtuu'

.

PIONEER BAKERY
SOT

South First Street

VMttV.
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SILVER CITY BOY
TOOK FIRST

T5

i

B

MONEY

Large Numbers of Patrons
and Admiring Parents
Were Present.
Frank C. Light Won In U. N.
M. Oratorical Contest-Lar- ge
This morning at 10 o'c lock occurred
the commencement of the preparaCrowd Present.
tory department of the University of
In the presence of h large

)at

audien-- e

New Mexico. The exercises were held
on the campus In the grove near the
fountain,
owing to the size of the

night at the Elk" theater, the graduating class many friends were
contestants for the citizens- oratorical present, who listened with appreciaprizes delivered their orations. Frank tion to the six speakers of the occa-

C. Light was awarded the first prize, sion.
The class numbering nineteen
120.
His subject was 'Individual- were seated on the platform.
The
ism."
The winner of the second faculty was present In cap anil gown.
who
Baldwin,
A.
program
following
Roy
was given:
The
prize, tlO, was
took as his theme, "The Anguish of a Piano Solo "Valse Arabesque". Lac"
Lillian M. Messelden.
Nation." Baldwin presented a graphic
picture of the Congo outrages. The Essay "The Evolution of the Fly-

.

entire program was as follows:
Bennett
Overture "Zenith"
Phillips' Orchestra.
Lincoln, the
Oration "Abraham
William B. Wroth
Man"
Anguish
of a NaOration "The
Roy A. Baldwin
tion"
Oration "The I'ress and Public
Opinion"
Frank Peavy
Music "Moonlight on the Swnnee"
Friedman
Orchestra,
Oration "Individualism"
Frank C. Light
Oration "The Menace of ImmigraAilan F. Keller
tion"
Music "L'Ermlte Meditation" ....
tJreenwald
Brannard
"Amphion Polka"
Orchestra.
Announcement of Judges' decisions
and awarding of citizens' oratorical
prizes.
Music "Stars and Stripes Forever"
Sous:i

.

Orchestra.
The prizes were given by lawyers.
Insurance agents and clergymen
Albuquerque.
The Judges of the contest were:
Thought and composition, Prof. J. E.
Clark, Santa Fe; A. M. McMlllen.
Delivery,
Judge Ellsworth Ingalls.
Dr. W. G. Hope, Rev. W. J. Marsh,
W. P. Johnson.
Encouraging applause greeted the
budding orators as each In turn
etepped upon the stage. Many friends
and relatives were present to hear
them speak and the orations were well
The subjects were
worth hearing.
well chosen .timely and vital and the
In
manner
which they were handl?d
by the students reflects praise upon
the faculty of the university.
Two of the orators showed signs of
nervousness, which prevented them
from doing themselves Justice, but
the others plunged Into their themes
and made their points In a manner
almost professional.
The average t
merit of delivery and the thought and
composition were exceptionally high.
.The music by Phillips' orchestra
was appropriately chosen and well
Vigorous applause was
executed.
given at the close of each musical
number.

NUPTIALS TONIGHT
Francis P. Quinn, of Pialnvlew.
Blueher,
Texan, and Miss
Emma
daughter of Herman Blueher, the
well known gardener of old town,
will be married tonight at the bride's
ri
home.
The Rev. Father A. M.
will perform the ceremony.
will be bride's
Miss Anna Korber
maid and Albert Korber best man.
Only relatives will attend the wedding.
After the ceremony there
A tempting
will be a reception.
menu of relishes, turkey, salads, cake,
icea and coffee has been prepared for
the guests. The decorations are of
smilax and wedding bells. The bride s
gown Is a beautiful creation of creme
de sole. After the wedding Mr. und
Mrs. Quinn will go to New York and
the east for a short wedding trip,
after which they will Journey to
Pialnvlew, Texas, where they will
make their future home.

ing Machine" ....John O. Wagner
Essay
"Historical Albuquerque"
Ixda Stowell
I'e a n i ' m "Squan Creek Folks"
M. Quad
Kenneth C Heald.
Solo "The Rose of Yestel e'en" . . .
Rich
Lulu M. Palmer,
oiaiion "The old Suntn Fe Trail"
Multhllde F. Allen.
I feci. i million
"The Swan Song....
Brooks
Eugenia M. Keleher.
oration "The I'ump Fire"
Errett Van Cleave.
Presentation of Diplomas, President of the University.
Quartet "Come Smiling Spring"..
Fearls
Edith M. Harrison, Marion Franklin,
Bernard H. Crawford and Robert
C. Holliday.
In presenting the diplomas. Dr.
Tight spoke briefly on the outlook
before the Individuals of the class
pointing out the choice which each
would have to make between further
education and Immediate entrance upon life's duties. The exercises closed
with a well rendered vocal quartet
number by members of the class.
Class Day Tomorrow.
Tomorrow will be class day and the
exercises will be held on the University campus. The class hns managed
to keep the program a complete secret, and a good deal of curiosity exists
as to what will be done. The dedication of the sun dial will be included
no doubt.
The classes of the past
four years have contributed memorials
as follows: Class pump of '04, class
seat of 'O.I. class fountain of '06, class
sun dial of '07.
The Mirage will make Its appearance tomorrow. The students have
this year surpassed all previous efforts and have published a book consisting of 2 JO pages and 110 illustra
The subscribers' copies are
tions.
bound In flexible leather. The book Is
an artistic piece of work and the students may well feel proud of the annual of '07. It will be on sale in the
morning on the University campus.
1

SAN

FRANCISCO

IS RIDDEN BY

the yards at Turn and Fillmore streets
and operated for half a block. Tne
crowds showered the car with bricks
and stones and slightly Injured two
of the Inspectors. Finally all attempt
to operate the car was given up and
It was run back to the yards by Jones
himself, with union men swarming on
the platform and Joining In the cheers
that were sent up by the mob.
Van Newt Avenue Scene of Fight.
Another terrible battle was fount
on Van Ness avenue. A youth of perhaps 20 was shot through the lungs.
He pitched forward Into the street,
whence he was lifted and thrown
onto a mattress In a furniture van.
He was hurried to the Emergency
hospital at Golden Gate avenue and
Gough street.
Still the mob, checked, but not dismayed by the bullets,
kept up a running pursuit of the
slowly moving cars, stoning them and
cursing the guards.
Just beyond Van Ness avenue a
squad of police arrived In a patrol
wagon. The mob stoned them, too,
but presently desisted on being Implored by union pickets, who shouted
frantically:
"Boys, don't hit the cops; they arc
our friends."
The members called on the officers
to arrest the dozen or more guards
on the first three cars. Very few of
the policemen drew their clubs. They
tried to persuade the maddened men
and boys to disperse, but without effect. One union man, who was loudest In denunciation of the strikebreakers, created a dramatic scene.
While the smoke from the emptied
pistols of the guards still hung about
the shattered cars, he threw oft his
coat, raised his arms and wildly offered himself ns a target to their
bullets.
(jtinrtls lMn Murderous l ire.
At Turk and Hyde streets, three
blocks east of Van Ness avenue, the
guards again turned loose their weapons on the following crowd. In the
fusilade a policeman was shot in the
back, presumably by accident. None
of the strikers or their sympathizers
exhibited a pistol or used weapons
other than stones and bricks. Akin?
the line of skirmish, from Webster
street as far as Franklin, garbage
cans were taken from the curb and
their contents thrown at the guard.
The first two cars succeeded In getting as far as Market street, where
officers from the central police station in Eddy street arrested tho
guards and took them to headquarters, where they were booked under
what charge the police refused o
say.

Second and third relief squads from
the central station, under command
of Captains Scott and Duke, raced out
Turk street in carriages and automoCaptain Scott was the first ofbiles.
ficer observed to disperse the crazed
Leaping from his buggy, he
mob.
drew his club and struck right and
After he had knocked down
left.
four or five of the strikers and their
sympathizers, the salutary effect of
his manner of treatment became apparent ;the mob broke and began to
run. As Scott pursued them, with
raised club he tripped over a paving
stone and fell headlong Into the
street.
At this the mob set up a
shout of delight and missiles of all
sorts were hurled at the prostrate
He picked himself up and
man.
gave chase. Captain Duke, arriving a
few minutes later, followed Captain
Scott's tactls, and with half a dozen
burly patrolmen, beat back and scattered the crowd, which retreated
Jeering toward the car barns at Turk
and Fillmore streets.
Competent observers of the rioting
expressed freely the opinion that th?
tragic happenings of the afternoon
might have been In large measure
averted if an adequate police force
had been on hand, and if the police
had not hesitated to use force in opposing violence.
All the wounded men were removed to the Emergency hospital.

RIOTS

TElEGlPlplETS

EVEXEXO

ARTHUR

CITIZEN.
or of New Mexico, which position he
Durhis tenure
this office he displayed the same fearless qualities
which characterised hs earlier lite
and he remained till the last an unremitting foe of corruption In high
(daces.
He has since worked Intermittently at the printers trade both
in Santa Fe and at Albuquerque and
has lived a quiet unostentatious and
greatly respected life In this commun-it-

for two terms till 1X!.
CAVANAUGH occupied
ing
or

POPULAR

PLAYER

DEAD

In

HAPPILY WED
o'clock yesterday aftwinoo'i,
at St. John's Episcopal church, John
Milne, timekeeper at the American
Lumber company, was united In matrimony to Miss Jeanette Lawrence, a
s.
well known school teacher of the
Milne will not teach next year,
Albuquerque.
ond ward school of
Mr. Milne, who was a teacher
in
Wisconsin, has been appointed principle of the Third ward school for
next year. Both the bride and bridegroom are from Wisconsin. The
wedding was a quiet one. Only u f
intimate friends witnessed the ceremony.
At

5

Sec-Mr-

WOMEN WERE FREE
ONLY AT THE

GATE

"Wonder whither that really means
that women are given away free." a

was heard to remark
this nmrning. as lie pointed at a tign
painted on the sidewalk announcing,
"Women free tonight."
"Oh. that's simply the advertsc-nien- t
of some show," said Officer Alex
Kn.ipp, "but if women were really
Kiven away free at some
entertainment, I would be willing to wager
they could not hold all the men who
would demand admittance."
"1 guess you're i i;ht." answ ered the
other. I would lie there Johnny cm
the spot."
lose observer

It;

Sv

(Continue! from I "aire One)
kept up a running shower of
missiles. The guards on the cars responded with fusillade after fusillade
of pistol shots.
Eight Men arc Shot.
Eight men received bullet wounds,
one of which proved fatal and several
others are so badly hurt that their
death Is expected at any time. Among
those thus injured are a detective sergeant and a patrolman.
Finally a dozen or more of the
guards were arrested by reserves from
the central police station and a union
car
crowd boarded
the rearmost
and
started back to the barns.
Arriving there tlie strikers declared
that revolver lire was opened upon
lhcm from the barns. In this encounter several more men were shot.
n
A
man threw the switch at
the corner of Turk and Fillmore and
the derailed car shot into the sidewalk, maiming two men whose names
have not been learned. In the stampede that followed, semes of women
and children on the outskirts of the
mob on Fillmore street, were hurled
to the pavement and trampled upon.
Belief Squalls ir I'olliv.
The appearance of relief squads to
reinforce Police Ca plain Moouey's
men resulted about 4:30 o'clock in tne
partial dispersing of the crowds. A
current rumor has it that Sergeant
Chapman, who spent the forenoon and
early afternoon at the Fillmore street
barns, was seen about 5 o'clock driving rapidly away on Golden tiate avenue, in an automobile that was dashed
with blood. There Is as yet no confirmation of the rumor that Mr. Chapman was wounded. Practically all of
the police reserves at the various precinct stations have been called out and
are now patrolling the neighborhood
of Fillmore and Turk streets, where
is the greatest congestion.
The general belief Is that because of
yesterday's tragic happenings further
efiori to resume operation of the system will be withheld until officials
of the company are satisfied that the
police are in a position to afford protection to property and life.
The bloody events of the afternoon
were preceded by a less serious clash
in the forenoon when a freight car
manned by five Inspectors and Burn
Superii.'.endent Junes was run out of
lums.

non-unio-
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Summary of Conditions.
May 8. American
York,
to 1 per
stocks in London strong,
cent above parity. .
Snowstorm in Minneapolis.
Large orders for pig iron placed in
Dngland.
Rock Island, Ontario and Western,
St. Paul and the Western Transit
for sugar rebating.
Speculation In wheat broadening
and showing considerable public interest.
Good demand f.ir steel, Atchison.
Pennsylvania and Union Pacific in
loan crowd and indications show Increased general bear account.
Cincinnati reports car supply becoming more plentiful.
New

it
Livestock.
Kaiisu
Kansas City May S. Cattle receipts HUuO, including K00 southern.
.Market strong. Southern steers $4.00
cows
J 3.00
4.25 ;
'H5.50; southern
Mockers and feeders $3."( ,, j.35;
bulls $J.15'n 4.5o; calves 13.25 'it 5.50;
western fed steers J4 35 'j 5.5o; western fed cows 13.254.75.
receipts 10,000.
Market
Sheep
steady. Muttons $ 5.50 'u 6.60; lambs
0'
f
$7.0" 'ii n.6w; range wethers
7.ioi; e ewes $5.25 1j 6.60.

1

.",

.S

( lilciigo Livestock.
Chicago. May S. Cattle receipts,
ls.0'10. M.uket
sttadv to strong.
Beeves $4.;i01i 6.40; cows $ ,?0 if 4.76 ;
$4.2u'a
heifers $2.60'n 5 30; calve
$5 4'n
6. nil; n
to prime steers
tl.4'i; poor to medium S4.3u'q 3.30;
stockem and feeders $ 2.&0 'ii 5.00.
1

1

1

Money .Market.
New York, May h. Money on call

leady.
cantile
--
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Phonographs FrAWW
V Jin-ha118 Soulli Mitnui Street
c (

.

m

A

3
.

.

New

X

L"a 'ii
p iptr

per cent; prime mer'j Ti 6 per cent; silver

Mnal

York. May

i.ii5; copper 25

rn

Mai kef.
fc.

25.50.

Lead quiet

6

St. Iiouiw Wool Market.
Lo'lN. M.v v. Wo.. i steady:

uncharged.

Kx lu--r Market.
Bt. Louis, May S. fcptlter

$6.40.

weak.

1

"1

Peritonitis Followed Opera-lioFor Appendicitis.
Then Came Death.

n

RECENTLY MADE BIG
HIT IN ELK'S TOOTH

Arthur

W. Cavanaugh is dead.
Mr. Cavanaugh. local representative
W.
H. Constable Brokerage Co.
of the
of El Paso, Texas, died at 3 o'clock
this afternoon at St. Joseph's hospital.

Death was due to peritonitis, which
set In Monday, caused by an operation
which was performed Sune.ay morning
for appendicitis. The widow and four
children were at the bedside when
the end came.
Mr. Cavanaugh was well
known
throughout New Mexico. Arizona. TexColorado,
as and
and wherever he
went he was familiarly called Cavy"
by his host of friends. The deceased
was born In St. Louis, Mo., thirty-fou- r
years ago, coming west with Ills parents when very young. His first residence in New Mexico was at Raton,
from where he went to Las Vegas.
He resided at the latter place nearly
ten years, marrying there.
From Las Vegas he moved to Albuquerque. He was first connected with
Gross. Kelly & Co.. which he left to
accept the local management of the
Constable Brokerage firm, nearly four
years ago.
Besides being known all over the
territory and southwest among business men. Mr. Cavanaugh was a thorough base ball enthusiast, he acting
as manager
for the Albuquerque
Browns for several sensons.
Mr. Cavanaugh had complained for
some time of feeling III, and finally
his ailment grew so painful that he
placed himself under the care of Dr.
Cams, city physician. Dr. Cams was
assisted both at the operation, and
later by Drs. Cornish, Pearce, Rice
and Ready.
Dr. Cams said at 2 o'clock this afternoon:
"We have done all that Is possible
for medical Bkill to do. He Is out of
pain, but all hopes of his surviving the
day, or even an hour, are gone. He
may live an hour, and still he may be
dead now. We worked all morning
efforts
trying to save him, but ou
were fruitless."
charge
probably
have
will
The Elks
of the funeral services, for the deceased was an esteemed loyal member
of that order.
exMr. Cavanaugh. who traveled
tensively throughout the southwest In
the Interests of his firm was well
known bv almost every man, woman
and child in the territory. As an Impersonator and monologue artist, he
was more than an amateur. Wherever
he went, he was always the center of
a group of friends, who gathered to
hear his Inimitable stories and dialect
stunts.
As an amateur player, Mr. CavaHe has
naugh had a reputation.
made public appearances In local theatrical circles on a number of occasions and always carried off the honors. His last role before the people
of this city was in the cast of the
Elks' Tooth a few weeks ago. when he
He has
brought down the house.
also assisted at local plays in Las
Vegas, Santa Fe and other towns of
His friends will miss
the territory.
Arthur Cavanaugh as true friends do.
which he has so
public,
general
The
often helped to pass a pleasant hour,
will feel his death keenly.
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JUDGE WOOD DENIES

all.
Call and see our stock

PORCH SHADES

BILL OF PARTICULARS

tititittitiiftiii ALBERT FABER'S
Boise. May 8. The motion for
of particulars filed by the
defense In the case of W. D.
Haywood, secretary and treasur- -

a bill

4

4k

er of the Western Federation of
Miners, who is charged with the
murder of former Governor
Steueiiberg, was dented
by Judge Fremont Wood.

today

The counsel for the defendant

ed an exception to Judge Wood's
ing.

They then announced

A

N. H. ANDRUS
The Old Reliable Watchmaker

notrul-

to-

morrow morning.
Haywood was remanded to the custody of the sheriff and the court adjourned.
In deciding the motion Judge Wood
said In part that the Indictment m
the case discloses the offense charged
in each count with great care.
"And
particularly, as the court now views
matter,
the
he continued,
the defendant has waived his right to such
a bill of particulars,
not only by
pleading to the Indictment, but further by permitting the case to be set
for trial without making such application."
We do It right, nortsn
perial Laundry Co.

HT.

Im-

Bring me your watches, clocks and jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

I

io West Gold Ave.

(oocootxoooocr

A Checking Account
Put System Into Your Business
you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
Each Item shows for ltselt There to a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

WHEN
book.

Our ROUGH DRT work aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

1

and Jeweler

they would

be ready to proceed with the trial

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Ton havs positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

Highland Livery

The Bank of Commerce

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers in the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BltOS.
113 John Stiwt
Phone 50.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

C. F-- Alien

Galvnnlzcd Iron Cornice, Tin Roofing, Sheep-di- p
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.

208

West Gold

1- -2

Waste Land
Wanted

tracts. Title

In large

must be perfect.

Address, Box IM. No. Ziklmi. Wash.

U. S. A

A. C. 11ILICKF. and JOHX S. MITCIIKIX Invite their friends
.
Xew Mexico headquarters at

to make

The Hollenbech Hotel
Los
Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

10 per cent.

Author of "The Johnson Impeachment," with introduction by David B.
Displayed
Hill, published in 1S96.
literary ability of no common order.
Recently visited by General Cameron, whose object was vindication.
Governor Edmund G. Rcss was
born in Ashland, Huron county, Ohio,
December 7, 1826. At the age of li
he moved with his brother, Sylvester
Ross, to Sandusky, where he acquired
the greater portion of his schooling
and also learned the printers trade
In
In his
brother's establishment.
Indiana,
1847, he traveled through
meanworking
Wisconsin
and
Illinois
while as a Journeyman printer and
returning the .llowlng year to Sandusky, where he married Miss Fannie
M. Iyuthrop, a native of New York
state.
Mrs. Ross died 111 189 after llfly-on- e
years of wedded life. In 1851.
the couple removed to Chicago where
Mr. Ross accepted employment first
o
the "Free einocrat," but soon after became foreman of the Milwaukee
Sentinel, remaining with that paper
till 1856, when he organized a party
to
of free Btaters to travel overland
Kansas. This party, three hundred
strong, reached Topeka, where Mr.
Ross' brother, William V.. was located In August of the same year. The
following fall Mr. Ross purchased of
John Speer In Liwrence, Kansas, his
Interest in the Uiwrence Tribune and
together with his brother continued
to publish that paper for three years
following. About the same time he
entered the Free State troops and
with them engaged in the border
wars for several years. Ho was elected a member of the Wyandotte constitutional convention In 1859 and
helped to frame the constitution under which Kansas was admitted to
the union. In that year he also founded the State Record, now the Topeka Capital and with his brother erected the lirst building to be used exclusively for newspaper purposes in
a prominent
that state. He also took
part in the Kansas railroad convention of 1860.
In 1862, Mr. R.'-- s raised a company
of volunteers at Topeka and became
He served as colonel of
its captain.
battalion during the Price raid of t lie
summer of lh4. serving in numerous
In one of
battles . r.in, this. capacity.
,
it i. n
j lhr. Vii.rKeS W ITH
.....
.b.......
llier..- - rimiiriii.
r
his should-- 1
him
and
unde
shot from
er straps were carried away oy bill--ofI
lets. He left the army at the cloe
the war with the tank of major.
o
In Julv of 866. following the
of United States Senator James
Lane, Governor Samuel J. Crawford
appointed Major Ross to the vacant
and upon the convening:
of the Kansas legislature In January.
167. he was elected to the oluce for
the term expiring in March, 1M1.
During his tenure of the scnatorshlp.
Mr. Ross was an active participant
in all t lie stirring events of the recoil- strut tion period by no means his most
important anion being the casting of,
the decisive vote against the impeach- inent of Andrew Johnson. This latter
event, performed In accordance with
the dictates of his conscience, and
since approved by the country at
large, was so misunderstood ul the,
time that It had the effect of destroying all chance of success amid his former surroundings, and after a stormy
and ill rewarded newspaper career in
t!ie slate of his adoptimi. be came to
whrre hesrcuiel
New AltrXi-- o in
employment a a printer with the
Morning Journal. In 1885 President
Cleveland appointed Mr. Ross govern.
.

TU

Vudor shades will gtve
yon a rool, secluded restful
retreat on the hottest days,
practically adding another
room to your homo and
that room the most comfortable, serviceable room of

ROSS

PASSES AWAY
(Continued I'roin

Sttrt.

Cool

Mr. Ross published

"The
Johnson Impeachment" with an Introduction by Senator David B. Hill,
a most able history of that remark-ahl- p
trial and the events leading up
to it. The book shows marked literary ability and profound Insight. That
the clearness of his perception was
uninfluenced by the excitement of the
times Is manifest in every line of his
simple and straightforward presents-tlo- n
of the case. The recent visit of
General Cameron on his mission of
vindication and the rublle reception
to the senator and general In the First
Presbyterian church are too well remembered to require comment now.
1

Make Your
Hot Porch

"'

v.

Man-dala-

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
New York Stocks.
124 1k
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
!'
132 U
American Smelters
37
American Car Foundry
Atchison
63
Anaconda
UK1
Baltimore and Ohio
19',
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
40
Cheasepeake and Ohio
177
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
354
Chicago Great Western com ... 11',
24-Erie com
554
Erie first preferred
7 5!4
Missouri Pacific
60
Gt Nor Ore ctf
21',
Mexican Central
64
National Lead
114
New York Central
7 7
Norfolk
134
Northern Pacific
122Ts
Pennsylvania
2 Tt
Reading
hhhi
Southern Pacific
135',,
St. Paul
Southern Railway com
21i
Union Pacific
146i
37
U. S. S. com
10'iVa
U. S. S. pfd
16
Greene Canaea
IK
Shannon
177
and
Arizona
CaVumet
K3'4
Copper Range
&2V
North utte
Butte Coal
uu
Old Dominion
Sales at noon 1M.4"0.
Total sales 356.300.
Money closed 2' 'i 3 per cent.

paob nvm
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Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
small cash payment and
J20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - XJ c 1 tr r

A

REALTY CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armijo Building.

Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
0X)e000X00400X)0

The Albuquerque

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Hatters
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any SI vie Panamas m Spe-o-la
It y
Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Ex
proi.s Orders
Attended
to
Promptly.

Corner
3rd St. & Gold Ave.
Phone 580.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
TOU NEKD

telephone
The
preserves
your health, prolongs yoar life
and protects your home.

TELEPHONE

A

IN TOUR IIOMR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
(O0OO000OX0OtX)e

FLir SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

I

GROCERY

X L

AND- -

Market

Meat

)CtX30OwOCOeK)C

901 South Edith

Phone

40

J.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

FIRST STREET

Grapes, per can. 15j
Plums, per can. lie
Blackberries,

Calif.

"berries,
St.

Cream, per can
per can

per
15.

best, wears

Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
Bash, Doors, Etc.
AXD COAL AVE. ALRCgCERQlE, NEW BlEX.

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

try us

1
(

Covers more, looks

PAPER

Paint, Glass,

Calif

per tun
Culif.
can . . .

Ir,c

PAINT

S

BUILDING

SATURDAY SPECIALS

i'oc

BALDRIDGE

the longest, most economical; full measure.

We'll help you make every
meal a feast Just the right
sort of food and the best of
it at prices that will swell
your saving account. Here are
the nicest, freshest groceries,
fruits, vegecanned goods,
tables, etc.. In this marke.
quotations.
Note our liberal

L'Oc

C.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

A Banquet
at Every
Meal

0e Calif.
do Calif.

PLANING MILI,
SUPERIOR
KICIC OUR NEW HRICIC murnTNrn

BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

Charles

15c Calif. Pork and Beans,
4 lbs. ltige Prunes
25c Gold Dust, per

pkg..

in,
so-.-

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212 NORTH SECOND ST.
SOwOeCOwOeK)COOwOwOwOeXj

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

Territorial

the

St&g'e Coacln

1 1

Wl:i)MvSIAV,

MAV

,

IMT.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

J?W

Nathan Salmon, the well known
Santa Fe merchant, who was operated upon Sunday by Doctors Diaz,
Knapp and llarroun, is reports im
proving. The operation is pronounced successful.

- it

CITIZEN.

miMPj

Topics

Uhe Survival ojf

EVENING

'to-

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus. $100,000

J2QAD.M

Tpn bovs and eight girls partook
stages were required
and 2.750 of their first Holy Communion In the
horses. These, however, were but a church of Our Lady of Guadalupe
til ,mmm,mr.
T
prt of Holllday'g 'equipment. lBe nt Santa Fe Sunday morning. The
operated scores of smaller lines, pastor of the parish, Rev. Father A.
No. 1.
There were about forty of us at
branches and feeders, covering routes Ilabevro le. oftlclaieu ni me maw.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
I'beie are two wavs and Innumer Red Rock on the evening in question,
aggregating nt least 5.000 miles In The children were all becomingly at
all
bi"oke and very hungry, and
length, with 500 coaches and express tired for the occasion and u large able places of riding on all American we dead
were determined that we would
wagons. &no freight wagons. f(000 nnriience was in attendance.
Con trains without the payment of fare.
the next train even if it was
mules and horses and 3.000 oxen. firmation services will be held later
The first way Is with the consent ride
necessary
make prisoners of the
This Napoleonic transportation magof all or part of all the train crew. crew. We totalked
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train pulled out and had gone quite a tracts of &Insurance
Albuquerque, New Mexico
First and Marquette
to a higher life than we fell keeps pace with the sun, the day
Prewltt. Managers, Com - gold In bulk.
7M' the uir
r
distance when tne conauctor leurneu Prewitt
building
aleep from; nJ thus t lie darkness a perpetual morning.
tbat Houser bad his wife's ticket In merclal Club

(Kansns City Star.)
stage coach,
The
olo reliance of travelers In the day
hen railroad and locomotives were
unknown and undreamed of, seems
strangely out of place In this era of
rapid transit by rail. Nevertheless,
it Is still In existence, and Is accepted as an Inevitable commonplace over
portions of the west large enough to
make eastern states or European
The ancient Concord
principalities.
stage that made many an exciting
plains. and
trip across the great'
an
exhumed
which "Burfalo Hill
over Europe and America In connection with .X realistic representation
is now preserved as
of a hold-uone of the priceless treasures of the
as illustratInstitution,
Smithsonian
ing a stirring phase In the history of
Yet Its
the heroic age of the west. every
day
counterparts still do duty
e
year;
a
few
of
the
and
in the
drivers on the "Overland" are
even yet manipulating the brake and
"pouring leather" an efficiently n
they ever did in the brave days of

i

p.

1

n

old-tim-
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

JMow CHewing'

Gum Is Made

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business; and with, the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept

er

STRICTLY

PRIVATE

er

vftate National BanK
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

four-hors-

Wholesale Grocers

Test?r&g

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

Imported Ores
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Don't Wait
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FREIGHT WAGONS

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

--

1

F.PNEsnAY.

MAY

B.

AfHrQUEIiQUE

1907.

Dover with the Southern Ftulllo
defendant.
The darn- bs th
ages are asked as the leult "t Ine
lo- of an arm by the plaintiff sustained mi or near November 2t. !' ft.
The plaintiff is a resident of Oak
land, t'al.. and was employed as a
brakf-maon the Southern Pacific flt
the time. In his petition for damages
he sets out that he was employed by
the road as a Innkeman out of Oakland anl while trying to adjust one
f the couplings between two freight
cars his arm was caught and so badly mangled that Amputation was
Plaintiff sets out that the
engineer and fireman on the said
train disregarded his signals and fur- ermore that the coupling was not one
used In accordance with the federal
safety appliance act regulating automatic couplings. For these reasons
he asks for 125.000 damages
from
the defendant company.
Attorneys Patterson & Wallace are
the attorneys for the defendant. The
case will be heard before Judge Max- ey of the federal court In session here
in October.
ra',!-ruii-

o4Kocccco4K)4K)4K3K)e
A CLOSE

Will prove to the most
skeptical that our line
of Rugs, Carpets and
Linoleums ' is beyond
comparison both in
quality and price.
Hiving

daily.

W.V.FrutrelleFurnitureCo
Cor. Cial

ind Second

TKAK11C

WEEKLY REPORT
OF WEATHER
BUREAU
Storm of Last WeeK Was General-Snow
to North.
Rain to South.
Santa Fe, N. M.. May 8. 1907.
The week bejran with a general storm
In progre-that brought frooil rains
over the central and southern portions of the territory, while over the
more northern counties, and in the
mountains, the precipitation was in
Since then the
the form of snow.
weather has continued stormy, and
unusually cold for the first week in
May, the temperature falling to near
the freezing point nearly every
morning in the northern valleys and
over the higher tablelands of central
The unand southern portions.
seasonably cold weather Is greatly rebut
vegetation,
tarding the growth of
the rains and snows have been highly beneficial to the ranges. There Is
still a deep snow covering on the
northern mountains, above 9,000 feet
cold,
altitude, and the continued
cloudy weather prevents rapid melting, although streams are carrying an
abundance of water.
The following notes, selected from
the reports received this week, show
the conditions more in detail:
Agricultural College. Dona Ana
county; Allen Graham. The week
has been generally clear, with only a
trace of precipitation, but unusually
windy.
The lowest temperature recorded was 39 on the 1st und2d.
Albert, Union county; H. M. Hanson. Blustery and unsettled weather
prevailed throughout the week, the
temperature hovering around freezWe had
ing nearly every night.
snow and sleet on the 29th and 30th,
with the temperature down to 26.
There was some hall on the 2d, and
All vegetaon the 3d ice formed.
tion has received a sever
The temperature extremes for the
week were 83 and 26; total precipitation, 0.54.
county;
Albuquerque,
Bernalillo
Pitt Ross. The week opened warm
and rainy. There were 1.28 inches of
rain on the 29th. and followed by 0.10
inch on the 30th. The remainder of
the week was fair, with some high
winds. The lowest temperature was
34 on the 30th.
Alto, Lincoln county; J. W. Stephenson. The weather remains cold,
with frosty nights that retard the
growth of vegetation. Total precipitation, 0.83 inch.
Bloomtield, San Juan county; Fred
Le Clerc. The week has been cloudy
The
and windy, and rather cold.
lowest temperature was 32 degrees on
0.33
precipitation,
28th;
the total
the
inch.
Carlsbad, Eddy county; Raymond
De Pue. The weather has been unusually cold for May ;the lowest temperature being 34 degrees on the
30th. A trace of rain with a light
thunder shower on 'the 2Sth. .strong
winds have prevailed, especially on
the 29th.
Ca-Salazar, Sajidoval county; I.
Mora Cold, damp weather has prevailed during the past week. The total precipitation was 0.90 Inch.
Cloudcroft, Otero county; J. '.I.
Holister. The weather has been tine
since the 29th of last month, but the
nights have ibeen rather cold for th
season. The lowest temperature was
24 degrees on the 1st.
Dulce. Rio Arriba county; William
Wetenhall. In general the weather
of the past week has been cold and
rainv. The lowest temperature was
28 on the 1st and 2d, and the total
rainfall was 1.45 Inches.
Kl Paso, Texas; U. S. Weather Bu
reau. The weather was clear, with
aver
cool nights: the temperature
aged 3 degrees below the normal
There was only a trace of precipita
tion.
county; P.
Kl Rlto, Rio Arriba
Lopez.
The weather has been ve;y
cold, and all the fruit has been killed.
strong winds have prevailed.
county
Kipajiola.
Arriba
Rio
Frank L. Mcltride. The week has
been dry and very cool for the season.
All vegetation has been greatly re
tarded. The lowest temperature was
;:u degrees on the 30th and (he 3d
Folsom, Union county; Jackson Tabor. The past week has been cold
and sloriny, with heavy storms to the
aouth and east of the station. Thd
melting snow has furnished an abundance of water, ami the ground is ill
Kveiy kind of fruit
line condition.
has been killed, and trees In leaf line
by
the frost.
The
blackened
been
lowest temperature was 24 on the
29th; the total piecipit.uion was
inch.
Fort I'.ayurd, Grant county; post
surgeon. Uenerally fair weather during the week, with the lowest temperature, 35 degrees, occurring tin the
30th.
The total precipitation w.n
0.24 inch.
Foi t Stanton, Lincoln county; J. K.
ltei'Linan. Cloudy, cool weather pr
There was
vailed during the week.
a trace of rain, sleet and snow on th
w;n
temperature
lowest
The
.'9th.
2j degrees on the 3uth.
Frisco, Socorro county; John
Milligan. tlood rains occurred cany
in the week, but the weather 111
been cold and windy.
Cage, Luna county; K J. Tiiley.
Cool, fair weather has prevailed ilui- irg the week.
Glenn, Chaves County; Maty Cwliy.
The weather has been cool, cl
m.d windy since the "nth, when we
had a good rain.
Total precipita
tion, 0.25.
'
Iaguna. Valencia county;
Weiss.
The weather has been clea
except on the 4Ui, when it was cloudy
and threatening.
Lake Valley, Sierra county; Wm. I
Kell. The week was cloudy
und
threatening, with some rain, durlntt
the first part, but dry, cool and windy
iluriug the latter part. The total pr.-cipuaiion was o.iz inch.
set-bac- k.

a

A

.

during the past week was cloudy and
cooler than normal, with only a llgnt
rain.
The lowest temperature recorded was 26 degrees on the 3d. The
precipitation
was 0.04.
total
Magdalena, Socorro county: Wm.
Pender. There was about 50 per
cent of sunshine during the past
week, with good, heavy rains on the
29th and 30th.
The rains, coming
on top of the snow, will put the range
In the best of condition.
The lowest
temperature was 30 degrees on the
1st and 2d; total precipitation, 1.16
inches.
Mountalnair, Torrance county; Mrs.
J. W. Corbett. There were heavy
rains on the 29th and 30th.
The
nights have been quite cool, the lowest temperature being 24 degrees on
the 30th.
The total precipitation
was 1.19 Inches.
Nara Visa, Union county; Wlllard
Belknap. The heavy snows of last
week have been of the greatest bene
fit.
Orange, Otero county; F. M. Hoi
Insby. The weather has continued
dry and windy, with very low temperature for the season.
Red River. Taos county; R. W
Penn. Cloudy and stormy weather
has lasted throughout the week, with
a gale on the 29th. The nights have
remained very cold. The tempera
ture fell to 16 degrees on the 2d. The
total precipitation was 0.35 inch.
Rlncon, Dona Ana county; w. A
Footee. The weather has been very
windy all the week. A light thunder
shower occurred on the 28th and
29th, and there was a light frost on
the 1st.
The lowest temperature
was 37 degrees on the 1st; the total
precipitation was 0.06 inch.
Rosedale, Socorro county; Y . H
Martin. Generally cloudy weather
prevailed until Thursday, with good
rains. The nights have been cold for
the season; the lowest temperature
was 33 degrees on the 30th.
The to
tal precipitation was 0.82 inches.
county;
U. S.
Fe,
Santa
Santa Fe
Weather Bureau. The first of the
week was cold and wet, and the lat
The
ter part cold, dry and windy.
temperature averaged about 8 degrees dally below the normal. Much
snow remains above 8,000 feet in me
mountains, and it melts slowly, promising a good, steady flow in the
streams.
The lowest temperature- was 32 degrees on the 1st and 3d; the
total precipitation was 0.45 Inch.
R. M. HARDIXGE,
Acting Section Director.
XXXXXDOCXDOOCJOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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i:l paso
Paso, Texas,

huk
May 8. The freight
El
yards and every available siding on
both the Santa Fe and Mexican Central are so crowded with cars that it
Is impossible to move.
The Mexican
Central has had 142 cars of commercial freight ready to transfer to the
Santa Fe since Saturday, but owing
to the crowded connitlon of the latter road's yards the yardmaster refuses to receive the Import until the
Central takes the export transfer out
of the way.
This the yardmaster of the Mexican line refuses to do, claiming that
the cars intended for American shipment were ready tirst. The daily Increase In the amount of freight received is still further congesting the
yards of the two roads, as the tratlic
over these lines is unusually heavy at
present.
Kit ki:.m ax

UKKI--

kkd.

:

si ks NorniKux
PAC1I IC
82.YOOU
FUlt

El Paso, May 8. A suit for $25.
000 was filed Monday evening in the
United States federal court by J. 11.
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PROPERTY
Refuse to Give Up In Kansas
Without a Struggle-Receive- rs
Hesitating.

0

Just a Word

p

CATTLE
1

-

UP

Mr. Clothes Buyer!
Htve ycu purchased your summer sultf
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read care
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's your chance.
A complete line of garments
that for style, nobby
tatterns, fit. workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Sheep Receipts Smal- l- Market
Strong and Advancing.

Kohn Brothers
Chicago
MADE CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.

Kansas City. May 6. The supply of
cattle today is only about half as
great as usual on Monday, at 6000
head, and the market has responded
to the decreased offerings by an advance of 10 cents. Last week the
supply of killing cattle whs liberal
and the market rather draggy, prices
10 to 20 lower at the end
of the
week than at the beginning, but with
the
moderate marketing
situation
immediately
strong
become
will
again, blockers and feeders made a
good gain last week on account of
rains over Kansas City territory lately, and the market on country grades
Is higher again today, putting prices
equal to the best time before the recent break. offerings from a distance were small today, but included
consignment of Utah stock-era two-ca- r
which sold at $4.45. Some fed
steers
from eastern Colorado sold
here late last week at $5.30 to $5.50,
Colorado cows during the last week
at $3.40 to $4.15. bulls $:t.25 to $4.00,
stockers $4.30 to $4. SO. Desirable
feeders are worth $4.75 to $5.40. Panhandle calves sold at $4.73 recently
Heavy
$4.90.
New Mexico heifers
cattle marketing In April Is partly responsible for the small supply and
strong market today, and will continue to be a favorable factor the balance of this month.
Supplies of sheep and lambs are a
good deal below those of this period
last year, and markets are holding up
strong. Run last week was 27,00(t
head, against 45.000 same week last
year, supply today 9500 head, market
strong. Fed westerns, clipped, advanced 10 to 15 cents last week, selling up to $6.25. Wooled lambs of
medium quality sold at $8.25 to $8.50
today, good clipped lambs $7.40, common clipped lambs $7.00. ewes $5.35
to $5.60, wooled ewes $6.60.
The
first shipment of Texas muttons arrived last week, weighing 93 pounds,
and selling at $6.10. Suplies from this
source are not expected to be very
heavy this season. All of Kansas
City territory Is pretty well stripped
of supplies, and strong markets
ing May are assured.

UNION

to

912.00

$25.00.

furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
right."
You'll find them here "Just right" priced "Just
te

right."

M.

MAN
DELL
Furnishing
&
Fine
Clothing

s.

clipped wethers, 109 lbs., $6.20.
Young Bros., Waiuego, Kan.- - 279
lamns, u ins., ig.xa.
Marlman & ., Kansas 839 lambs,
--

79 lbs., $8.30.

ROSWELL

REALTY

BRINGS

608D PRICES

LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
and Mules Bought and ExHorse
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Ja-co-

$200 REWARD.

Is offered for the capture of Ai
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Benedetto Berardlnelll. Crime was committed in Albuquerque Monday, February 4., . ,
C. A. and C. ORANDB.

I It ILL the COUGH
AND CURE the LUNC8

Dr. ling S
Nov; Discovery

one-stor-

Thos. F. Keleber

WITH

ot

JAP-A-LA-

No

Representative
sales of western
sheep ami lambs here this week:
Monday, April 29.
Kansas City, May 8. What Is beJ. F. Marlman. Las Animas, Colo.
stages
of
913 lambs, 78 lbs.. $8.40.
lieved to be one of the last
w. Marlman. Las Animas, coio.
tight against the liqKansas'
ami votum sn a.v Anvil
' Mnlm
uor traffic, namely the seizure of TflU l.mk. Tl2 IK. IB 1 ti
May 18Ui. Limit July 81
to
arth
rebrewery property by the three
Mcintosh Bros., Las AMmas, Colo. Norfolk, Va., and return, 16 day limit,
4 S2 lambs. 83 lbs.. $8.30.
by the
ceivers recently appointed
$58.75; sixty day, $72.90; season
Colo. 288
J. X. Compton, Holly.
state supreme court, Is developing
limit. Iec. 15th, $87.45.
legal complications.
lambs. 69 lbs., $8.25.
and return, $23.70; Colorado
After a week's work and visits to
J. M. Walker. Las Animas, Colo, Denver
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
five cities In the state, the receivers
.25 .
535 lambs. 66 lbs..
8
5.
return,
and
Tickets on sale
W. M. Klusman. Las Animas. Colo, j
have taken possession of several hunJune 1st to Sept. 30, 1907. Return
282 lambs. 70 lbs., $8.25.
dred saloons and some other property
limit Oct. 31, 1907.
W. E. Snvder. Las Animas, Colo.
known to be owned by some of the
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $67.60.
nine indicted brewing companies. 562 lambs. 64 lbs., $8.20.
on sale May 12 to 18. and
Tickets
There has been much evasion on the
Hhoades & Colt. Las Animas. Colo.
19fh anil 20th.
Return limit June
part of the brewery agents, according
555 lambs. 61 lbs., $8.10.
5th.
to the receivers, the title to some of
J. Comstock. McFarland, Kas. 254 Dickson.
Tenn., and return, $62.75.
their property being hurriedly trans- clipped yearlings, M lbs., $6.50.
Ticket" on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
ferred, and this the receivers have
Tuednv. April 30.
limit,
Final
June 2d.
not molested, desiring first to gain a
W. A. Wight. Las Animas. Colo.
T. K. PL'RDT, Agent.
ruling on their status from the state 72n lambs, 73 lbs.. $S.15.
1583
legal department.
K. (i. Stephens. Lamar, Colo.
At Pittsburg the receivers encounclipped lambs. 85 lbs.. $7.40.
tered a new proposition when they
W. Hatcher, Kmpnrla. Kan. 210
visited Idle Hour Park, a beer garden Clipped wethers. 115 lbs., $6.25.
operated supposedly by the Helm
Loekhart L. S. Co., Sugar City.
Brewing company. The receivers in- Colo. 223 ewes. 10 5 l .s.. $6.60.
tended to take charge of this property
Cooper & L.. Humboldt. Xebr. 168
with the avowed purpose of selling It clipped yearlings. k lbs.. $6.50; 582
and turning the proceeds Into the clipped ewes. 87 lbs., $5.60.
state treasury, but the agent In
WetlneKriuy. May I.
charge Insisted that the brewing
Colt & A. S. Co., Itivenlale, Colo.
Announcement
company owned the fixtures only, and 8WH lambs, 71 lbs., $8.50.
Harson. Rocky Ford, Colo. 245
that the ground and building belonged to him. The receivers decided to lambs. 75 lbs., $8.4".
made no move there at present and
Oilman A L
Ls Animas. H66 Having acquired an Interest In the
went to Topeka for legal advice. It lambs. 7St lbs., $8.35.
numbing and Heating
Standard
Tjis
Is said the sale of the valuable propColt,
Animas. Colo. 797 company,
Mr. John Strumqulst will In
erty already seized will soon be be- lambs. 67 lbs., $8.25.
gun, but the brewers declare that If
Rhodes. Las Animas, 810 lambs, 67 future have charge of the mechanical
this Is attempted they will go to the lbs.. $8.25.
department and attend to the Instalcourts.
Young, Wamego, Kan. s2S lambs. lation
of all plumbing and heating
75 lbs.. $8.15.
Sore Nipple.
Stephens, Lamar. Colo. 1110 clip- work entrusted to this company.
Any mother who has had experience ped lambs, 80 lbs.. $7.40; 5t4 clipwith this distressing ailment will be ped lambs. 88 lbs.. $7.40.
pleased to know that a cure may be
Peatty Bros., Manzanola, Colo.
affected by applying Chamberlain's 1025 ewes. 81 lt.s.. J6.40.
Hatcher. Kmporia. Kan. 596 dip- Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
Salve as soon as the child is done
nursing. Wipe It off w.lth a soft cloth ped wethers, 1UH lbs.. $6.1".
Hullng k Son, Rlverdale, Colo. 24"
before allowing the babe to nurBe.
e
Many trained nurses
this salve ewes, 88 lbs., $6.60.
Thursday. May 2.
with the best results. For sale by
Wm. Hatcher, Kmporia, Kan. 391
all druggists.
o
clipped wethers, 103 lbs., $6.15.
Power Bros., Humboldt, Xebr., 298
Xew arrivals for the week Large
clipped ewes, 82 lbs.. $5.t0.
cabinets. Futrelle Furniture Co.
Friday. May 3.
Axminster
assortment of velvet and
Wm. Hatcher. Kmporia. Kan. 202
rugs, all sizes.
Also Hoosier kitchen

Barest and Quickest Our for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

MOTt'S

rroihe WftlmH,
Iftrtty nd omtnton,inurM trir
vliror
nd buiiKlr "pain
f ffnrntrus

u--

TlNsj Arm LrlVtt ftavetV'
womanhood, swiinc iim

turn."

togfrlptt

Tolnpnirnt o( prrsna und otljr.

tWTi.
WfctUfev
FOR

.

libl

I

N

mull. Sold
J0..tfcueliJk
ANN Jfc fiOM.

KOTT CHEMICAL

BY

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE

INSURANCE). REAL BSTAT
LOANS.
Automatics Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldtoa

nn

St

PILLS

PENNYROYAL
Thy

mm

91 kill-

Free Trial.

rfOLDS

breaking in
needed

Price
BOeMI.OO

FONSUMPTION
OUGHt and

two-stor-

Sprains Quickly cur,'. I.
Bathe the parts freely with Cham
berlaln's Pain rtalm and giv them
absolute rest, and a quick "lire Is certain. For sale by all druggists.
o
STOC K SALES.
Stove Repairing.
Kansas City. May 3. Representaany
made, gasolene
fit
can
I
stove
tive sales of Colorado cattle here this
D. Stokes
and
stoves a. specialty.
week:
Loekhart L. S. Co., Sugar City, company, 411 West Railroad avenue.
1430 lbs..
Colo. 88 horned killers.
$5.50; 48 dehorned killers, 1560 lbs.,
$5.45.
J. H. Riley, Fowler, Colo.
ers. 1328 lbs., $5.30.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

X. M., May 8. Pete
y
has bought John Kingston's
brick building, 25x80 feet, occupied by the oriental saloon, paying $10,000 for it.
The building Is
DEVOES READY. PAINT
to be occupied by a restaurant. Dan Park, of Denver, has sold his One Gallon Covers 800 Square Feet.
fifty-folot on Main street, on which
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
y
adobe hotel 'buildthere Is a
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
ing, next to the Roswell Hardware
company's building, to Mrs. Marie V.
Sparks, for $10,000.
The property
408 Watt Railroad Avaaaa
was at one time K. H. Sklpwith's old
home.
Uoswell,

1

P. J. Irish, recently of the Inter
national road, has taken a trick In
the Santa Fe telegraph offices at San
Marcial.
It Is reported that the Santa Fe
will Issue a new time card oy which
the morning passenger that Is due
to arrive here at 9:40 will be able
to make the run on time. The delay
at Albuquerque for the connecting
trains causes the train to arrive here
late almost every day. El Paso Her
ald.
I

ON SANTA

110 IS DF.MOIt LI7.FT
During the last week. the only
train of the Santa Fe that has ar
rived In Albuquerque on lime was
train Xo. 10 front El Paso, due here
at 6:30 o'clock each morning. All
other trains from the east or west
have arrived here from one to twenty-four
hours behind time, due to a
series of wrecks, derailments, collis
ions and accidents between Los Angeles and Chicago. Yesterday's trains
arrived as follows:
California limited Xo. 3, due here
at 11:35 a. m. yesterday, arrived at
12:50 a. m. this morning. Train Xo.
4, due here at 12:05 a. m., arrived
at 3:09 a. m. ihls morning. Xo. 8,
due here last night at 6:45 p. m., was
only a few minutes behind time.
Train 1, 7 and 9 from the west, ar
rived this morning at 3:20 a. m., 4:45
a. m., and 7:30 a. m., respectively.
Today's trains from the east were re
ported on time up to noon.
The cause of the delay to the westbound trains was a derailment of last
night's Xo. 8, near Syracuse, Kas.
Another report had It that Xo. 1 was
In a ditch at Xewton, but the trainmen denied It when it pulled In this
morning, saying the trouble was due
to Xo. 8 blocking the track.
The only division of the Santa Fe
which has not suffered with a wreck
lately, is the Rio Grande division,
but at the rate the other divisions are
having them, the El Paso line will
come In for its share soon.

BREWERS
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INSPECTION

New goods

EVENING

jf

A.

with the foot"

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort a ble from
the start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
r
comfort. "
A stylish
shoe

that's

absolutely
comfortable

EJ WALKER,
iNmURANCm

Secretary Mutual Building Aaaocaa
tlon. Office at 217 West Hallreaa
avenue.

W. E.

MAUGEP

WOOL

with Raube and Mauger
Office, US North First Be
ALBUQUERQUE. N. 1ft.

TOTI a QRADi
Dealera In Groceries, Provisions, Ba,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders fo
this line with us.
BT.
NORTH TH-H113-m--

m

D

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
"

i

Kinds of Fresh and Bait
Steam Sausage Factory.
EM Hi KLIENWORT
Masonlo Building, North Third Street
AU

N: Si,

Rtd Out

Ptltml Cot BlucUr,
U-O-

Oxfords,

7.

$3-S-

High Shoes,
$4.00
Zet us fit you,

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATaV
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

A. SLEYSTER

Railroad Avanu

14

fromwell

Telephone No.

Block,

lit.

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get It back Wednesday,
Imperial Laundry Co.
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EELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EA.ST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST-IN$16,000: CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST FHIP-PINPOINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED,

TO BELEN, H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of Santa Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-off

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

0C0V4K04K4IO0Oa)
OCC0eOs0O4K0aaC4

40

The Belen Town and

o.

BECKER,

Pies.

WM. M. BERGER,

B

fl

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE (NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAT REMAIN ON NOTE.
D
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TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IP
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y

fl

H

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVEK THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

ONE-THIR-

Im-C-

provement
jOHN

Railway Center
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EASTERN WOOL BUYERS 18u

LOCAL AND

I

5

PERSONAL

CHARGED

hirhi

i:

WITH

I
TRAIX ARRIVALS.
First section, S:40
second section, 9:10 p. in.
No. 7 On time.
No. 9 On time.
No. 8 On time.
No. 4 On time.
No.

Slippers and Shoes
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Wyoming Association Advises
Growers to Hold for

Any man who wears
one of our Hart Schaff-ne- r
& Marx Tuxedo or
full dress suits will get

1906 Prices.

that kind of a verdict
"Perfectly Dressed."

'heyeiuie, Wyoming. Miv S. The
Wool Growers' association
sheep men all over the
has H'lvl-r- d
state that a conspiracy Is being plan- leil by eastern wnol buyers to force
lown the price of wool and advis.-roducers not to sell wool at less than
190B market price.
The association offers to buy all tne
wool at last year's prices if buyers w ill
lot take It.
Should the growers take advantage
r the offer of the association, it will
e capitalized and become a practlcal- Independent wool exchange, con
trolling the Wyoming output.

Regular meeting of the Klks tonight.
A. H. Mctlaffey Is In Santa Fe on
'
1
business.
Mrs. M. Mundell and daughter left
City
to
this morning for New York
spend the summer.
Rev. John It. Class, connected with
left this
the Presbyterian church,
morning for his old home In Virginia,
via St. Louis.
Q
8 1
Max Paul Kempenlch, the popular
merchant of Peralta, spent yesterday
In Albuquerque visiting friends and
local wholesalers.
J. 10. Epeler, a well known railroad
WAS THE CAUSE
man of Cleburn, Ga., stopped over DEBT
In Albuquerque en route home from
f-M-S
I,os Angeles.
Mrs. T. H. Catron, wife of the well
OF JACK STEWART'S
has returned
known attorney-at-Jato her home at Santa Fe from an extensive trip abroad.
H. H. Wllhite. formerly day !. rk
at the Alvarado, but now traveling
representative of the Great Southwest
Magazine, Is in the city today.
8 Z
Copyright 1907 by
Q
Attorney and Mrs. M. C. Ortiz, of
HH1
Q
f lirt Scruffher W Marx
Jack Stewart, the absconding agent Q
I ld Albuquerque,
are basking In the
d
baby boy, TVh.i of the Singer Sewing Machine com- - X
smiles of a
brought
arrived in the household this morn pHiiy of Albuquerque, was
HERMAN ZWEIGART
back to the city last night at i:30
g
ing.
clock by Assistant Marshal Ken
Mrs. Arthur Heyn, wife of Arthur nedy,
Is now In the city
Jail.
and
PROPRIETOR
8
Heyn. bookkeeper for Anson and Hoi They came
8!
back by train from
den, left this morning for Lincoln,
I (It ft
Corona. Mrs. Stewart accompanied O I
0 n..
nt....
Neb., to spend the summer with rela
r"UHB 109 0 1
her husband. Officer Kennedy at tirM IQ AIIIU Ob WUdl
lives.
Intended to drive back from Corona,
The Woman's circle of the Baptist but the horse and wagon were in no I
church will hold their monthly tea in tit condition to make the Journey and nOOOOOOOOOCXDCXDOOOOOOOOOOOOl
the church parlors Thursday after were left at Corona. It was not tne
Strangers in bay horse belonging to the Slngor
noon at 3 o'clock.
vited.
company; Stewart had traded that
William A. Itayer, secretary to Del- horse for another before leaving this
egate W. H. Andrews, arrived in the city. He also had sold the sewing
city last night, and prepared the sen- machine to some one In the Higu-landator's apartments In the N. T. Armijo
After leaving the city he also
building for his coming.
swapped wagons, getting a dilapi
to boot in ex
Probate Clerk A. E. Walker Issued dated vehicle and
a marriage license this morning to change for the sewing machine
aged
is' endeavor
45,
wagon.
Felicitu
Garcia,
Olfleer
115-11- 7
Salazar
and
Simon
Chavez, aged 20, both of Albuquer ing to locate the stolen machine dts- que.
Between Railroad and Ccppw Ave.,
nosed of in the Highlands.
13.
Stewart is dejected on account of
Ruppe. president of the board
growtn
capture.
a
He has
weeks
of pharmacy for New Mexico, say his
there Is a big demand for registered of beard on his face and his personal
pharmacists throughout the territory appearance Is shabby in the extreme.
he absconded he
at present. The salaries offered drug When asked why
90
said that he was in debt here and
clerks range from $ib to
way
see
clear to un
his
could not
month.
himself, so he decided to leave
The Indiana club, one of the most tangle
behind and seek a new
popular social organizations of the his troubles
meeting home somewhere else.
city, held a very pleasant
Manager Goss, of the Singer com
and entertainment last night at tit pany,
who went In pursuit of Stewart
residence of Mrs. J. C. Ferger, of 41 out Tlieras
canyon way, also re
More than fifty per
Roma avenue.
turned yesterday.
sons attended the meeting.
Hon. J. F. Sulzer, senator from
A pair of our laces will Improve the
Bernalillo county to the late terri
w e
torial assembly, went to Santa Fe looks of your shoes wonaeriuny.
them in all colors in unen . I TV.
this morning to attend a meeting of have
2V4
mercerized,
from
ribbon
silk and
the territorial penitentiary board, an
shoe
appointment he received as a reward to 25 cents a pair. C. May's
store,
Railroad avenue.
314
West
legisduring
the
services
for faithful
o
lature.
TO
UK WILL UK PLF.ASF.l
C. A. Burtner, the local photogi-phe- r,
AMI KXAHIVK
was enrolled In company G, N. HAVF. YOU CALL WE
EM
HAVE
Til
PICTURES.
Ol
It
M. N. G., last night at the armory.
STYLES AM)
Nl'MF.ItOl'S
Mr. Burtner will act as rifle and tar- IX
WOLFE STIDH), 11 S.
get practice Instructor. At the drill KIKES.
of the company last night Private SEt'OXD STRi'ET.
Burtner Instructed the men for more
I'lircdewiiiwI Duuiionil Bniocli.
than an hour in the different evolu- ,
A beautiful diamond brooch retails
tions and movements of.sharpshoot-Ingat $325 left on our hands unredeem
with rifles and revolvers.
In our show window only
ed,
Frank Rich, the show manager, 1200.on sale
Rosenfleld, the pawnbroker,
who will open the Traction Park Ca- 118 West Railroad avenue.
sino on May 19, said last night that
Albuquerque had the best summer
THE WOI.EE STUDIO IS NOW
theatre In the country. Mr. Rich has
a hobby for musicals and the bills at OPEN EOlt 11UKIXEKS. AT NO. 113
the Casino this summer will be mu- SOUTH SECOND oSTREET.
received a consignWe lure ju-sical to a large extent, lively song
,
ment of tho-t- e celebrated lianis. This
FEE'S CiOOD. COM) ROOT REF.f
and dancing. The company that will
STORE.
open the Casino is a Los Angeles or- AT WALTON'S DRl'G
liani Is considered by coiinolsneurs to
o
ganization of sixteen people. The conbe superior to any other liani on the
Vann's new fountain for real cold
has visions of anstant theatre-goe- r
n
market, not
'en the
other season like that given to Al- drinks.
o
limn.
buquerque three years ago by the
t'OO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Wade company.
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Native and
Kansas City

SHOES
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H'a to
1 1
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to
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.h. to i.so
1.00 to 1.85
1.25 to 2.25

.
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GEO. W. HICKOX

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
SOUTH SECOND ST.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

1

k

I

'

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Lucca Olive Oil

'

022-82-

4

Grocery

Go.

MATTEtJCCI BROS.
V. Tijeraa Are.
Fbon

NORTH FIRST STREET
Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Gat den Hose. Garden Tools S

Groceri' , Meats, Poultry, Best

The Champion

you $20.00 or more on
a suit.

s.

.

THE ARCH FRONT

for you to go to a
tailor shop, they are
here in the H. S. & M.
make and we can save

yf

I

...

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

are in need of
Dress
a Full
or Tuxedo
suit it is not necessary
If you

l

i

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

SJM.

HI

nine-poun-

T. Y. MAY HARD

Ready here for you,
wool, correct in
style and fit.

all

fjf,gI3l
3
mf

Mont

Sprmg Lamb

2.1')

int.

m

n

MARKET

s

SLIPPERS
to S.
8'4 to II .
to 2.

5

a.

IIH

Wyimiliig

Tliry fit snuff around the
Are made for wear as well as fur
ankle and over the Instep and k'ci the heel from sliding up and
down and wearing out the stoekiims. At the same time they give
plenty of toe room and allow the foot to grow In nature's shape.
Only such leathers ns will stand h.n-- wear are used in their manufacture.
mark Kid, Tan Kid. Pate it Kid. Canvas and Velnur Calf.

mav

Off

MEAT

I)enver. Colo., May 8. Generally
rising
fair tonight and Thursday,
temperature.

Our Childrens

wfim:siw.

.

IL

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

it

1

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

Tinners

W.R.R.Ava.

3

GO.

Genuine Virginia Hams

Alaska Refrigerators

,

Our

i..,

,

...

Savin

m

in

Line of
Refrig-

erators
the
most
'complete
in the city
is

t

JM
liS'LrJ
N fcSpfe

Water

'

(Coolers

Moun-tai- n

want.
Just what you

WiM-pliulin-

Ice
j

Cream
Freezers

P

Dven.

5ssrh,

Water

Jt

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

mm

Just what you

THE

Diamond

Justro Gurvcllus.

The funeral of Junto Gurvellas,
aged 77 years, one of the oldest residents of Albuquerque, who died Monday, was lield from the San Jose
church this morning, with interment
in the San Jose cemetery.
The deceased had lived in Barelas for the
years,
last few
and at the time of his
death he owned considerable property throughout the county. He is
survived by a widow and a number of
children.
JoM-pl-

i

Ijm

The funeral of Joseph Lawler, the

old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas J. Lawler, of 612 South
fourteen-month-

s-

FOR RENT Sleeping room.", housekeeping rooms and tent. 413 South
Hroadway.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, suitable for two. Call at 107
Fruit avenue.
LOST A wheel; Mars; 1 Overland,
tire; American, with name of F. J.
Houston. Report at this office and
receive reward.
FOR SALE A heavy, tiuartered oak
library table, oak stand, electric
reading lamp, with Venetian shade,
and a sanitary couch; all nearly
new. Can be seen at 422 North
Sixth street, corner Roma.
Etit.S FOR HATCHING.
Eggs $1.50 peil Betting. Rose comb,
Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
Pure bloods. 240 laying hens. Address
J. E. Pauley, Eatancia, N. M.
WE MKE THE LATEST NOVEL
IN
WOLFE
PICTt RE.
TIES

f.

) The Season's Newest

RAILROAD

Diamond, Watehea. Jewelry, Cut t.lu.-M- . Clocks, Silverware,
your trade wd guarantee A SQUARE DEVI,.

AVEJ
We Invite

and Latest.

J1?

Ue Ideal Shoe
Store

U

His
V

Second street, who died yesterday.
was held this afternoon from the
Church of the Immaculate Concep KIT'DIO.
tion, with Interment in Santa Barbara
Come
GOOD PLACE IX) HOARD.
cemetery.
3
South Third
nd try it.
street. Up stairs. MRS. KAWUNS.
Catherine Mostly.
The funeral of Mrs. Catherine Mos- WANTED Good men, with clean
tly, colored, was held this afternoon
records, as agents for the Colorado
from the home, 605 West Roma aveNational Life Assurance Company
nue,
in Fairview
with interment
Liberal contracts and good terri
cemetery.
tory in New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Mana
gers. Commercial Club building.
NURSE.
Mrs. A. II. Meyer, ! Smith Tlilrd WANTED Position as Job composiStreet.
tor in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
821-82-

Palace

need,

1

This Space Reserved for

The Reliance Electrical
Company

the place for fash
ionable and timely
footwear.

1

High Grade Shoes

)I

Our Specialty

&
"The IDEAL SHOE STORE
Leon

!16

Hcrtzog.

Manager

West Railroad Ave.

Spring i'luitiiviar $l.uo to $6.oo a Suit

New Line Just Received

We Say to You

MISS

Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

FULL DRESS SUITS FOR SALE OR FOR RENT

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
.

Wholesale Distributors

CRANE

3 1 2 North Second Street

Something new in town.
A moderate price for a fit.
Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes.
The proof. Try on. A pleasure.

119 West Gold

C P.

122 South Second

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

o
o

Not Made by the Trust
v.

,

eoim

pH

MM
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO

Off let

Treotaotloas

1

FULLY WARRANTED

4V

EXCHANGED

Attoolmtloo

ROSENFIEtD'S.

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer,"' Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

A7E.

18 W. D. A. Are. l

I i'ice
For
Write
it., nr. rirtt.tfirr.l
U39Q9959S9e999e5e9593?
113,

.01, 4.9,

j

Morltt

nrmt

Albuquerque, Nat Mexico

0

